
ABSTRACT

DEAN, TIMOTHY RICHARD.  Characterization of In Vitro Selected RNA Aptamers
for the RB69 RegA Translational Repressor Protein and Optimization of in vitro Selection
Utilizing Complex Targets.  (Under the direction of Eric S. Miller.)

The purpose of the research has been to characterize the nucleic acid sequence

requirements necessary for recognition by the translational repressor protein RegA.  RegA,

from bacteriophage RB69 and T4 related bacteriophages, is a translational repressor protein

that is highly conserved and capable of repressing translation of numerous transcripts.  The

mRNA binding sites for RegA are devoid of structure and are AU rich.  in vitro selection was

carried out for 5 rounds generating specific sequences capable of binding to RB69 RegA.

Characterization of those sequences included sequencing, dissociation constant (Kdapp)

determination, and use of the selected sequences to search the RB69 genome for potential

binding sites.

The second aspect of the research focused on optimization of conditions for

completing successful in vitro selection experiments against complex biological targets.

Bacteriophage R17 is an F+ coliphage infecting E. coli found in the intestinal tracts of swine.

Development of a rapid diagnostic technique capable of identifying R17 would enable for

detection of faeces in ground water.  Generation of  RNA aptamers against R17 was

undertaken with the goal of optimizing selection conditions against a viable viral particle.

Two selections were carried out one utilizing nitrocellulose to partition bound RNA from

unbound RNA and the second using R17 immobilized on a agarose bead matrix.  The results

initiated the generation of specific considerations for initiating a selection experiment  against

a protein target.
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Chapter 1

Literature Review

In vitro Selection, From Biology to Biotechnology
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I.  Introduction

In vitro selection, in vitro evolution, or SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by

Exponential enrichment) is a combinatorial technique wherein random pools of nucleic acids

(RNA or DNA) are used as the starting materials to isolate rare functional molecules (1, 2, 3).

Originally, in vitro selection was used to generate functional molecules that could bind to large

or small ligands.  Over the years numerous improvements to the procedure have greatly

increased its potential while at the same time increasing the potential functionality of the

nucleic acid aptamers.  Functionality is determined by the conditions of the selection and

include, but are not limited to, protein binding, small molecule binding, enzyme inhibition,

and catalysis (4,5,6,7).  In vitro selection straddles the biology/biotechnology interface being

used to examine the interactions between proteins and their nucleic acid targets, as well as

provide reagents for environmental, therapeutic, and diagnostic applications (8,9,10).  The

results of in vitro selection experimentation have caused a rethinking of the capabilities of

nucleic acids, broadening their already diverse functionality.  Selection results have also given

plausibility to the “RNA World” hypothesis, where RNA stored information within its code

while also carrying-out the reactions essential for “life” at the time.

Over the last dozen years numerous improvements have been made increasing the

potential of SELEX.  Improvements to the procedure include using partially randomized

pools as the starting point when trying to elucidate the sequence or structure present in

naturally occurring nucleic acids (11).  Other improvements include the incorporation of
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modified nucleotides, which can greatly increase the stability and half-life of potential

therapeutic aptamers (12,13).  Additional modification, by appending polyethylene glycol to

an aptamer, have greatly increased the time it takes a therapeutic nucleic acid to be cleared

from the human body (14).  To fully understand the current research being performed using in

vitro selection a review of its history is useful.

II.  History

It is generally assumed that SELEX was initiated around 1990.  However, there was

quite a bit of groundwork laid out before the modern methods of selection came into being.

When it was learned that nucleic acids could carry-out both informational and functional roles

it became evident to many researchers that evolution could be carried out at the molecular

level.  The first to experiment with these characteristics was Sol Spiegelman who worked with

bacteriophage Qβ  (15).  Due to the lack of pure enzymes and amplification techniques such

as the polymerase chain reaction Spiegelman showed that Darwinian selection could operate

in a cell free system (Reviewed in 16).  The bacteriophage  Qβ  genome is replicated by the Qβ

replicase protein.  Using serial dilutions numerous generations of replication could be carried

out quickly.  The phenotype under the selective pressure was the replication speed itself.  Due

to the high inherent error rate of the replicase the Qβ  genome deleted segments that were not

necessary for recognition by the replicase.  Thus replication speed increased as the genome
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size decreased.  Even though these experiments were carried-out years ago they formed the

framework for much of the current work using in vitro selection.

With the development of automated methods for chemically synthesizing highly

diverse nucleic acid pools, and amplification methods such as the polymerase chain reaction

came the ability to create increasingly complex libraries of nucleic acids.   These developments

also allowed for selection experiments to be carried out in the absence of bacteriophage Qβ .

These advances as well as the previous work by Spiegelman show that SELEX was not an idea

generated by a single mind at a specific time, but instead a growing body of knowledge being

put to use in numerous laboratories.

Loeb and Struhl were some of the first pioneers to take advantage of these new

advancements as they probed for oligonucleotide function.  They selected functional promoter

sequences both in vitro and in vivo (17,18).  The use of random sequences continued to grow

with many researchers identifying binding sites for regulatory proteins (19,20).

The ability to use in vitro selection to probe for oligonucleotide function was becoming

more obvious.  Continued advancements moved beyond the realm of probing for regulatory

binding sites to other small molecules and a variety of other targets.  In 1990 two seminal

papers were published simultaneously which brought selections to their current status.

Ellington and Szostak published work whereby they generated RNA aptamers to a variety of

small organic dyes (1).  At the same time Tuerk and Gold were completing their first work

with SELEX.  Their work generated RNA aptamers to bacteriophage T4 DNA polymerase
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(3).  Both of these papers showed that nucleic acid aptamers could be developed to bind to

numerous targets including basically any conceivable molecule.  Since the early days of in vitro

selection, experimentation has moved to include applications that have medical diagnostic,

environmental diagnostic, and therapeutic capabilities.

III.  in vitro Selection - The Process

RNA

   T7 Promoter           5’ Fixed Region     Variable Region      3’ Fixed Region
5’ 3’

dsDNA

 T7 Promoter            5’ Fixed Region      Variable Region      3’ Fixed Region

RT-PCR

Partition Bound RNA from
Unbound RNA

Transcription

5’
3’

Pool RNA Incubation
with target

Target

5’ 3’

Figure 1.1  Typical selection scheme for RNA SELEX
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A complete review of the methods of in vitro selection will allow for the comparison to

other combinatorial methods, highlighting the capabilities that are possible with the

procedure.  The following description will outline a scheme geared toward generating nucleic

acids that bind a target molecule (protein). However the same considerations would apply

when performing a selection with the goal of generating a catalytic nucleic acid.  The ligands

that are generated using in vitro selection are typically called aptamers.  This word is derived

from the Greek word aptus, which means, "to fit" and describes early selection results with a

lock and key mode of interaction between the nucleic acid and the target (21).

A.  Nucleic acid library

Typically a selection experiment is initiated by generating a nucleic acid pool of high

sequence and structural diversity.  This is accomplished by synthetically synthesizing a DNA

oligonucleotide using a DNA synthesizer (22).  The single stranded DNA contains a

randomized region flanked 5' and 3' by constant regions.  The fixed regions contain known

sequences for primer binding, enzymatic digestion, and possibly a T7 promoter region for

transcription into RNA (see Figures 1 & 2).  There are numerous considerations, however the

success of a selection depends on the characteristics of the random sequence (23).
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T7 fixed Primer                   T7 promoter
5’-CCGAAGCTTAATACGACTCACTATAGGAGTCAAAGCCGTAGCGA 3’
  CCTCAGTTTCGGCATCGCT   N14  CCAGTAGACGCGTCACCTAGGACCTAG 5’

                                                           SLXN14                                                     CGTCACCTAGGACCTAG 5’
                                                                                                                        3’ Fixed Primer
dsDNA 86 bp

mRNA 61 bases                 5’ GGAGUCAAAGCCGUAGCGA  N14  GGUCAUCUGCGCAGUGGAUCCUGGAUC3’

(T7 Transcript)

The synthetic oligonucleotide is converted into double stranded DNA using the

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) with 5' T7 fixed and 3' fixed primers (24).  At this point

the strands of DNA can be separated and single stranded DNA (ssDNA) can be used in the

selection experiment or the DNA can be transcribed into RNA which can then be used in the

selection experiment.  The use of DNA vs. RNA is a case of fitting the right nucleic acid with

the desired terminal function.  Due to the 2’ OH group present in RNA it is inherently less

stable than ssDNA of the same basic sequence (25).  Therefore, in applications, which may

require a stable aptamer it may be preferable use ssDNA.

Some selection experiments wish to better define a known binding site while some

wish to identify a novel binding site.  Each of the aforementioned experiments requires a

random region with different characteristics.  When doing an experiment to better identify a

novel binding site it is appropriate for each base position of the random region to be

synthesized with an equal probability of an A, C, G, or T.   These types of selections can be

done with different length randomized regions.  A random region containing 40 nucleotides

has the potential to have 440 or ~1024 possible sequences.  Selections have been carried out

Figure 1.2  Template: Primer arrangement with subsequent RNA transcript.
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using as few as 8 random nucleotides to as many as 220 nucleotides (26).  Typically when

doing a binding experiment, randomized regions are kept below 70 nucleotides (23).

 When doing a selection to better define a known binding site, the degree of

randomization can be adjusted.  For example, there may only be 10% "doping" at each base

position using the known binding site as the original sequence.  In this case if the wild type

base is a C it would be present in the pool 70% of the time, while A, G, and T would all be at

the same position 10% of the time.  An excellent example of this type of experiment using a

partially randomized pool was a selection to define the important residues of the Rev-response

element (RRE) of HIV-I Rev (27).  In these experiments the known binding site is the basis

for the SELEX generated binding site.

B.  Incubation with the target

Due to the unique chemical characteristics of each base the folding properties of the

different members in the nucleic acid pool are different, allowing them to adopt different

secondary structures (28).  Each of these secondary structures makes up part of a “shape”

library, with each molecule having different characteristics.  The different properties of each

molecule allow the pool to be placed under a specific pressure, usually a unique or novel

function (binding to a target).   Prior to incubation with the target the nucleic acid is heated

sufficiently (approximately 70° C) to allow for it to be denatured completely.  Following

denaturation the pool is allowed to cool to room temperature over several minutes.  The

purpose of denaturing and renaturation is to allow the maximum amount of the nucleic acid
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pool to adopt their proper “native” conformation.  Once the pool of nucleic acids is prepared

it is then incubated with the target protein.  Incubation time should be long enough for the

reaction to reach a binding equilibrium, usually between 30-60 minutes.

Binding considerations

Important considerations for a successful binding reaction include the content of the

binding buffer and the temperature of the reaction.  Many binding buffers have been used

successfully in SELEX experiments (29,30).  A major consideration when selecting a binding

buffer should be the concentration of divalent metal cations, specifically MgCl2.  Divalent

cations allow for the stable formation of RNA or ssDNA secondary structure by shielding the

negative charges on the phosphate backbone of nucleic acids (31).  The more stable the

nucleic acid secondary structure the greater the percentage of nucleic acid molecules within

the pool that will be in the correct conformation.  The temperature of the binding reaction is

also an important consideration.  Many successful selections have been carried-out with

binding taking place at room temperature (23° C) (32).  Temperatures that are too high

contain too much energy and fail to allow for stable complex formation, while temperatures

that are too low fail to have sufficient energy to allow for binding to occur at all.  Both of the

above considerations should be taken into account when setting up a binding reaction in a

SELEX protocol.
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C.  Partitioning bound nucleic acid from unbound

The next step in a SELEX protocol involves separating the nucleic acid bound to the

target from all the non-binding species present in the reaction. This step is referred to as

“partitioning” and can be done numerous ways.  However, the goal is always to separate and

collect the nucleic acid molecules that perform the desired function.  Numerous methods of

partitioning have been used and include separation on nitrocellulose membranes (33),

separation via use of a solid support matrix (34), and separation based on differences in

electrophoretic gel mobility (35).  All three of the above methods have been used successfully.

One successful method of protein target binding is to allow the nucleic acid pool to

incubate with the protein of interest in solution, followed by separation of the binding species

from non-binders by filtration through a nitrocellulose membrane (36).  Nitrocellulose binds

proteins very well, while having a relatively low affinity for RNA (36).  Thus, any RNA that is

bound to the protein target will also be immobilized on the membrane while those that do not

bind can be washed away.  This low affinity also allows for the detection of target binding

species as the selection continues.  However, if one considers the surface area of a 13 mm

nitrocellulose disk it is much greater than the potential binding area of the target protein.

Couple the surface area with the ~ 1% of a RNA pool which will bind to the nitrocellulose

membrane, and unwanted background binding will quickly overtake the selection experiment,

making it impossible to pull-out protein binding species.  The use of negative selection allows

for the removal of nonspecific binding nucleic acid molecules.
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Negative selection entails passing the pool of nucleic acids through the membrane,

while collecting the flow through.  The end result is that any RNA or DNA that does not bind

to the nitrocellulose membrane will be caught in the flow-through and subsequently incubated

with the protein target.  Individual nucleic acid species that have an affinity for nitrocellulose

will be removed from the pool allowing the selection to continue with little or no background

binding. It is usually sufficient to perform negative selections when background binding

reaches levels where it is difficult to discern a protein-dependent binding pattern.

Following binding of the target:nucleic acid to the membrane the bound nucleic acid

must be removed from the protein.  This elution step is carried out using a strong denaturant.

7 M urea and phenol/chloroform extraction have all been used successfully to separate bound

nucleic acid molecules from the target (37,38).

In the above case the nucleic acid pool is incubated with the target molecule and

binding allowed to occur in solution.  However, this is not the only method of partitioning

bound from unbound nucleic acid.  The target may be immobilized on some solid matrix such

as nickel agarose or streptavidin agarose (38).  The pool of nucleic acids is then run over the

column matrix, subsequently washed, leaving only the binding species attached to the

immobilized target protein. In order to remove the binding species from the target the column

can be washed with a highly denaturing solution such as a phenol:chloroform mixture or an

elution buffer containing a high concentration of urea (~7 M).  A second successful method

of removing the bound nucleic acid molecules is to run a very high concentration of “free”
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target molecule over the column transferring the binding species to the free target (39).  The

main consideration using this method is that the concentration of free target must be

significantly higher than the concentration of the immobilized target.  One other method of

partitioning involves separation of nucleic acids that bind to the target from molecules that do

not bind via gel shift mobility.

The use of gel shift mobility has proven to be a successful method of separating bound

nucleic acids from unbound molecules (40).  In this case the target is incubated with the pool

of RNA or ssDNA in solution. The binding reaction is then run on a non-denaturing

polyacrylamide gel.  Separation is based upon the mobility difference between “free” unbound

nucleic acid vs. bound molecules.  Bound molecules will be much greater in size and their

mobility will be greatly retarded with respect to non-binding species.  This difference in

mobility allows for the extraction and purification of binding molecules over non-binding

molecules.  Partitioning and separating the aptamers from the target allows for continued

enzymatic manipulation.

D.  RT-PCR of binding molecules

The binding nucleic acid molecules are then subjected to Reverse Transcription -

Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) in the case of RNA (41) or simply PCR in the case of

ssDNA (24).  In RNA SELEX, the purified binding molecules are subjected to reverse

transcription generating a single stranded DNA pool.  This pool of ssDNA is then transferred

to a PCR reaction whereby the pool is converted into double stranded DNA.  If the
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experiment is a DNA SELEX, the purified bound DNAs are simply subjected to PCR.  Both

cases result in the generation of a dsDNA molecule which is used as the input for the next

round of selection.  These final enzymatic steps can be used to monitor the progress of a

SELEX experiment.

The use of the final enzymatic steps (RT-PCR) in each round of selection to monitor

the progress of  the experiment can prove very beneficial.  By tracking the number of cycles of

PCR needed to generate sufficient double stranded product from round to round the

significance of binding molecules from round to round can be analyzed. Analysis should focus

on the difference in the number of cycles of PCR needed to generate dsDNA in the actual

round of selection versus the number of cycles needed to amplify dsDNA using a pool of

nucleic acids that is not selected with target.  As the selection progresses it should take fewer

cycles of PCR to amplify dsDNA than the number of cycles needed to amplify dsDNA in the

"negative" control.  Hence, as a greater percentage of the pool is enriched for binding species

the number of PCR cycles will decrease.

E.  Periodic assay for binding during the course of SELEX

It is important to periodically monitor the progress of a SELEX experiment by

quantitatively assaying for binding (42).  Filter binding is a highly successful method for

determining the extent of binding in a pool of nucleic acid molecules (37). The initial pool of

random sequence RNA or ssDNA is assayed prior to selection to set a baseline for

improvement in binding.  Following several rounds of selection the pool is assayed again.  The
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nucleic acid is kept constant while the concentration of target protein is increased in each

assay.  As the pool of nucleic acids is enriched for binding species there should be a dose-

dependant curve generated in the binding assay (43).  This dose- dependant curve is evidence

that binding species are being selected.  Rounds of selection are carried-out iterativly until the

nucleic acid pool shows no improvement in binding over successive rounds.  An excellent

example using the binding assay to monitor the progress of a selection can be seen in a

selection using the Ricin A-chain as the nucleic acid target (4).  The importance of monitoring

the progress of the selection is clearly seen by round 7 where ~ 20% of the input pool bound

to the target.  However, there was 7.8% background binding.  In the following 2 rounds there

was heavy negative selection incorporated into the procedure and at round 9 target binding

was increased to 51% while background binding was reduced to ~2.5% (4).  This example

clearly demonstrates the usefulness of monitoring the selection by assaying for target binding,

while at the same time using the assay results to incorporate negative selection into the

scheme to reduce potential non-specific binding nucleic acid molecules.

F.  Post SELEX activities

 When the pool of nucleic acids has been enriched for binding species, individual

molecules are cloned (44), sequenced (45), and characterized (46).  The final PCR product

DNA is typically cloned into a convenient plasmid, and sequences of 15-30 independent

clones defined.  Characterization involves aligning representative sequences and placing them

into groups with similar sequence content. Secondary structure predictions can also be made
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based on the sequence data.  Using lowest energy of formation algorithims, programs such as

mfold (47) are capable of predicting secondary structure.  In addition, individual molecules

can also be assayed for their ability to bind the target and this affinity is usually expressed as a

dissociation constant (Kd).  Individual Kd values can range from µM to low nM values

depending on the target and the experiment.

IV. Increasing nucleic acid stability in in vitro selection

Nucleic acid selections are highly successful inside the laboratory, however, this

success quickly coorelates into failure if the efficacy of the selected molecules is poor due to

quick degradation, in real world applications.  This degradation is more acute when using

RNA over ssDNA because of the ribonucleases present in cells and blood serum.  The half life

of many RNAs are in the range of minutes or less (48).  This quick degradation does not allow

for successful target identification and binding.  One method of circumventing the relative

instability of RNA is to use ssDNA.  The half life of many ssDNA molecules is increased to 1-

2 hours (48).  Conducting selection with ssDNA may allow for affective therapeutic or

diagnostic use (Table 1).

Table 1.1  Successful DNA SELEX experiments.

Target Pool Kd (nM) of selected aptamer Ref.

thrombin ssDNA 25 49

IgE ssDNA 10 50

Lrp dsDNA 2 51

Hiv-1 RT ssDNA 2 52
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A highly successful method of increasing the stability of RNA aptamers is the use of

modified nucleotides.  Increased stability of ribonucleotides can be accomplished by the

chemical modification at specific positions (Table 2). Modifications to ribonucleotides are at

the 2’ position of the ribonucleotide or at the phosphodiester backbone because modifications

at these positions greatly interfere with nucleases that degrade RNA (48).  The two main

strategies that have been developed for using modified nucleotides are use of modified

nucleotides during the selection, incorporating them in each round (48).  The second method

involves completing the SELEX experiment using unmodified nucleotides and then

substituting modified nucleotides at the conclusion of the experiment (48).  Each of these

strategies will be reviewed.

Table 1.2  Selections carried out using modified ribonucleotides.

Target Kd (nM) Ref.

thrombin 400 53

HIV-1 Rev 1 55

elastase 15 56

bFGF 0.3 57

Incorporating modified nucleotides during RNA SELEX

The use of modified nucleotides during the selection is sometimes called

presubstitution (48).  This method of substitution relies on the ability of DNA and RNA
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polymerases to incorporate the modified nucleotide into the synthesized RNA or DNA

molecule (53).  There have now been many experiments that have used incorporation of

modified nucleotide incorporation by polymerases.  The first successful experiment to use

presubstitution was a selection using thrombin as a target.  The anti-thrombin aptamer

contained 5-(1-pentynyl)-2’-deoxyuridine in the molecules in the DNA pool (53).

Interestingly, the modified thrombin aptamers showed decreased affinity for thrombin when

compared to a selection carried out using natural unmodified nucleotides.  Numerous

modified nucleotides have been used successfully in selections.  These include 2’-

aminouridine, and 2’-aminocytidine (54). These two modified nucleotides have been used

because they inhibit ribonuclease activity, while at the same time are still recognized by T7

RNA polymerase and AMV reverse transcriptase, allowing for their incorporation into

successive rounds of selection.

Aptamers that bind to bFGF and VerF were selected using presubstitution with

modified pyrimidines (57).  Using these modified bases allowed for a successful selection with

molecules having Kds in the picomolar range.  In addition to having such a strong affinity for

bFGF, these aptamers where shown to have around a 1000-fold increased stability in serum

(59).  In yet another SELEX experiment, human neutrophil elastase was the target and

modified nucleotides (pyrimidines) were used throughout the selection (54).  The selected

aptamers were reliant on the modified nucleotides and their half-lives were increased from

minutes to hours in serum.  These examples clearly show the success of using presubstitution
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during the process of SELEX.  Equally as successful has been the incorporation of modified

nucleotides into aptamers at the post-SELEX stage.

Post-SELEX incorporation of modified ribonucleotides

Addition of modified nucleotides into selected aptamers has been shown to increase

both affinity for the target as well as increase the stability of the aptamer.  A key example of

such a success was seen in a selection using Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) and a random pool of

unmodified RNA molecules (60).  Following selection, binding aptamers were completely

substituted with 2’-fluoropyrimidines.  With complete substitution there was a total loss of

affinity by the aptamers for RSV.  Three more rounds of selection were carried out using

modified nucleotides, resulting in modified aptamers that could bind RSV and interfere with

viral replication as well as the unmodified pool.  The result of the final three rounds of

selection was to remove all unsubstituted pyrimidines that were not critical for binding, while

increasing the stability of the aptamer.

Additional SELEX experimentation using VegF aptamers and post modification

proved to be successful as well.  The selected anti-VegF aptamers contained pre-substituted 2’-

aminopyrimidines and following selection were further substituted with 2’-O-methylpurines

(58).  When all purines were substituted there was a large decrease in the binding affinity of

the aptamers, however, limited substitution led to an increase in affinity and a drastic increase

in half-life in urine of 131 hours.
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These examples clearly show that using modified nucleotides incorporated into the

selection experiment, or incorporated following the generation of binding aptamers, leads not

only to more stable molecules, but also molecules with increased binding affinity.  Future

advancements such as interference analysis (61) should lead to the generation of aptamers

that are highly nuclease resistant as well as maintaining high binding affinity.

V. SELEX:  Example Experiments

Small molecule targets and the RNA World

SELEX has been used extensively to develop aptamers to many small molecules.

Aptamers directed at small molecules have helped delve into the "RNA World" hypothesis

(62).  In the RNA World RNA, is proposed to have stored the genetic code, as well as

performed the role of chemical catalyst by functioning as an enzyme.  For this to happen,

RNA must have been able to recognize small molecules and substrates with high affinity and

in a highly specific manner.  In vitro selection is an excellent experimental procedure capable

of showing the capabilities RNA has for recognizing small organic molecules.

The first experiments with the “modern” in vitro selection procedures utilized small

organic dyes as the targets for RNA aptamers (1).  These molecules are polycyclic, aromatic

planar molecules, they have an overall negative charge, and numerous potential hydrogen

bond donors and acceptors.  Large random pools of RNA containing a random sequence
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length of 100 nucleotides were used to select for molecules that could bind to the dyes.  These

experiments were very successful, and specific aptamers were derived for each of the six

organic dyes used.  The surprising result of these experiments was that the chemical makeup

of the four bases was sufficient to enable stable interactions between the RNA and the organic

dyes.  Other small molecules such as the carbohydrate cellobiose (34) have generated

successful aptamers, clearly showing that RNA has the capability to recognize and bind to

molecules that have little diversity in chemical makeup.

In addition to cellobiose, other biological molecules have been used as targets for

SELEX experiments.  The first to be used was ATP (39).  ATP is directly involved in the of

energy of living systems (63).  This selection was carried out by using ATP immobilized on a

column matrix.  RNA was passed over the column and binding species eluted by passing an

excess of “free” ATP over the column.  Following the selection, analysis of the cloned

sequences showed that while highly divergent, all contained an 11 nucleotide stretch that

folded into the same secondary structure.  This structure was deduced to be a hairpin loop

with an internal, asymmetric purine rich bulge.  Once again SELEX was used to show that the

four bases present in RNA were capable of recognizing small organic molecules, relatively

simple chemical structures in biologically relevant molecules (Table 1.3).

RNA is not the only molecule that can recognize small organic molecules.  Single

stranded DNA is also capable of recognizing numerous small, simple targets including

arginine (64), and porphyrins (65,66).  In most cases aptamers that are developed as ssDNA
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do not function when they are converted into RNA, which is not surprising.  The 2’-OH group

on RNA not only makes it more nuclease sensitive but also gives it added chemical makeup

causing it to fold into secondary structures differing from ssDNA which lacks the 2’-OH.

Table 1.3  Nucleic acid aptamers for small molecules.

Target Aptamer Kd (µµM) Ref.

ATP DNA 6 39

Cyanocobalamin RNA 0.09 67

Valine RNA 12,000 68

NAD RNA 2.5 69

Tryptophan RNA 18 70

Guanosine RNA 32 71

Arginine RNA 0.33 72

Dopamine RNA 2.8 73

Streptomycin RNA 1 75

What is clearly evident from the above examples is that RNA does indeed recognize

simple chemical molecules.  It is capable of doing this with only the four nucleotides folding

into the proper secondary structure.  This evidence lends credence to the RNA World

hypothesis when RNA not only carried the genetic code but also acted as a catalyst in

chemical reactions (61).
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Protein targets

In addition to small organic targets the next logical approach for SELEX is the

generation of aptamers against proteins.  It would make sense that RNA or ssDNA would be

able to form tight interactions with protein targets, which possess twenty amino acids with

differing reactive groups.  Proteins fold into complex three-dimensional structures enabling

nucleic acid aptamers to bind in clefts or other surface structures.  Numerous selections have

been carried out using proteins that bind nucleic acids as their normal biological activity, as

well as selections against proteins that do not function as nucleic acid binding proteins.

The first protein SELEX experiment was for bacteriophage T4 DNA polymerase

(Gp43) (3).  The binding of Gp43 to a hairpin structure located in the translation initiation

region of its own mRNA allows for autogenous regulation.  In this experiment the SELEX

procedure was utilized to elucidate what is responsible for the loop nucleotide bias in this

protein:RNA interaction.  The RNA pool consisted of a random region of 8 nucleotides.

Following 5 rounds of selection on nitrocellulose the pool of RNA exhibited the same affinity

for Gp43 as the wild type binding sequence (Kd approximately 5 nM) (3).  The end results of

the experiment showed that there were two different loop sequences with very similar binding

constants.  In addition, the results showed that there were very few loop nucleotides that could

tolerate substitution without loss of binding affinity.

A second SELEX experiment was carried out to identify RNA ligands to the

bacteriophage R17 coat protein (74).  This experiment was undertaken to determine if the
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SELEX protocol could be used to predict a high affinity RNA binding site.  The R17 coat

protein is well characterized and naturally binds an RNA hairpin repressing expression of the

replicase gene whose translation initiation region is contained in the hairpin (74).  An RNA

pool with a random region 32 nucleotides long was subjected to 11 rounds of selection.  47

individual sequences were cloned and sequenced, 38 were unique while 36 contained the

hairpin structure necessary for high affinity to the R17 coat protein.  These results showed

that the SELEX procedure can accurately predict an RNA binding site for the R17 coat

protein, and that this success could be expanded to other targets in the same class.

The first nucleic acid selection to utilize a protein target that does not biologically bind

to RNA or DNA was the generation of a ssDNA aptamer against thrombin (49).  The SELEX

experiment was initiated with a starting pool consisting of a random region 60 nucleotides in

length.  The experiment resulted in numerous aptamers with nanomolar affinity for thrombin.

This experiment was also important because the consensus sequence and structure was

capable of inhibiting thrombin and blood clotting ability (76).  Subsequent analysis showed

the structure to be a G-quartet (77).  There have been many reports of such experiments using

non-nucleic acid binding proteins as targets with great success.  It appears that many proteins

are amenable to the SELEX procedure, which can be used to examine biological questions to

potential therapeutic applications (Table 1.4).
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Table 1.4  Protein targets utilized in SELEX experiments.

Target Kd nM) Ref.

Pepocin 20 78

Ricin A-chain 7.3 4

Integration host factor 0.8 79

T4 RegA 20 40

in vitro selection of catalytic nucleotides

Discussion thus far has focused on the ability of RNA or ssDNA to recognize and

bind small organic molecules and proteins, both with high specificity and high affinity.  The

main goal of many SELEX experiments is to force polynucleotides to carry out some unique

function.  In addition to binding to targets, SELEX experiments have also been carried-out

with the goal of finding RNA or ssDNA that can display enzyme-like functions.  This section

will deal with some of the experiments and advances that have been made on the road to

polynucleotide catalysis.

The first successful SELEX protocol that isolated catalytic ribozymes was an

experiment utilizing a pool of RNA containing a random region of 220 ribonucleotides (26).

The selection was for catalytic formation of a phosphoester link to another RNA in a reaction

that is very similar to the activity of RNA polymerase.  The selected ribozymes form structures

that bring the 5’ terminal tri-phosphate into proximity to the 3’ end of the target RNA
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molecule.  The experiment required 10 rounds to isolate ribozymes capable of catalyzing the

reaction at a rate of 0.06 min-1

Researchers also quickly realized that RNAs of known function could be used as the

starting point in SELEX experiments designed to create molecules capable of completing

different tasks (80).  The first successful attempt at re-designing a known functional RNA was

undertaken to create an RNA capable of catalyzing self phosphorylation (81).  An initial pool

of ~ 1015 different molecules that were already biased for binding to adenosine 5’-triphosphate

was subjected to 13 rounds of selection for RNAs that acquire a thiophosphate group when

incubated with γ-thioATP.  The end result was a pool consisting of RNAs that were capable of

self-phosphorylating at a rate of ~0.05 min-1.

In yet other studies protein catalysis has been used as the initial starting point.

Transition state theory has been used extensively in the development of protein catalysts (82).

Many researchers felt that the same theory could be incorporated into the development of

nucleic acid catalysts (83,84).  The first experiments to use transition state theory with nucleic

acid catalysts were carried-out by selecting for RNAs that could bind to the transition state

analog of the interconversion between two diasteriomeric biphenyl compounds (85).  The

pool of RNA contained a random sequence 128 nucleotides long.  Following 7 rounds of

selection there were numerous individual RNAs that could bind to the transition state analog.

However, only one of the selected molecules was capable of catalyzing the noncovalent
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isomerization of the biphenyl substrate.  The observed Kcat was 2.8 X 10-5 min-1 and the

observed KM was 542 µM.

The above examples are by no means exhaustive; catalytic RNA and ssDNA have been

developed to perform numerous chemical reactions including RNA alkylation (86),

transacylation and amide bond formation (87), porphyrin metalation (88), and DNA ligation

(89).  The results of these experiments show the diverse functions that RNA and ssDNA can

possess, lending credence to their potential diagnostic and therapeutic abilities as well as

strengthening the RNA World hypothesis.

VI. Comparison to antibody technology

Antibodies have been used for decades and are the most widely used class of

molecules providing molecular recognition.  The use of antibodies in detecting molecules

predates the 1950’s (90).  During the 1970’s, monoclonal antibody technology became

available allowing for the production of large amounts of specific antibodies to meet the

increasing demands in diagnostics (91).  The use of antibodies has continued to grow over the

years, however, there are certain limitations to antibodies (92), which bear mention.

Possibly the most obvious aspect of antibody preparation is that it takes place with

animals.  This may become a problem if the animal does not tolerate the antibody target, as

could be the case with many toxins.  In addition, the prevailing sentiment is against use of

animals in science, making the use of antibody generation in animals an important ethical
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issue.  A second major issue with antibody generation is the potential time and cost

expenditure.  There may be a considerable time and money expenditure searching for a rare

antibody, screening it, and purifying it for laboratory use.  The performance of multiple

antibody preparations is frequently different from preparation to preparation, most likely due

to the differing immune systems of different animals.  Finally, antibody preparations are

subject to irreversible denaturation due to temperature sensitivity and have a definite “shelf”

life (92).  Many of these issues can be overcome by the use of oligonucleotides generated by

the SELEX procedure.

Aptamer technology is completely in vitro, obviating the use of animals in their

generation.  Because there is no use of animals in aptamer generation, there is no concern for

toxicity, or molecules that do not generate a strong immune response.  In addition, the

conditions of the experiment can be changed when needed, allowing for subtle changes in

stringency, binding or catalytic activity.  Aptamers for environmental diagnostics can be

developed in buffers and at temperatures that are not physiological.  Nucleic acid aptamers

are sensitive to temperature as well, however, their denaturation is reversible and they can be

refolded into the proper secondary structure.  Finally, aptamers, once developed to a target,

can be produced by chemical synthesis.  This enables extreme precision in their production

from batch to batch.
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VII.  Conclusion: The future of SELEX.

Significant advancements have been made over the last decade in the generation of

aptamers, and in the variety of aptamers that have been developed.  Their use in molecular

recognition has made their use in therapeutics and diagnostics commonplace.  Only eight

years after the inception of SELEX, aptamers were already in clinical trials (92).  Other areas

that are beginning to use nucleic acid aptamers are in vivo diagnostics, and in vivo imaging

(93).  Due to the highly structured conformations (favorable binding energy for Watson-Crick

base pairs) (94) RNA and ssDNA molecules should continue to grow in popularity and usage.

The future of the technology is wide-open due to the simplicity of the enzymatic manipulation

and the proven chemical functionalities of RNA and ssDNA aptamers.
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Chapter 2

Characterization of in vitro selected RB69 RegA RNA Binding Sites
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I.  Bacteriophage T4 Translational Repressors

Bacteriophage T4 utilizes translational repression as a method of gene regulation (1).

The T4 proteins Gp43, Gp32, and RegA have all been studied extensively and much is known

about their roles in gene regulation.  While all three proteins repress translation, Gp32 and

Gp43 carry out their regulation in a manner differing from that of RegA.  Both Gp32 and

Gp43 regulate their own synthesis by preventing translation of their cognate mRNAs, while

RegA has been shown to regulate numerous genes, in addition to its own transcript (1).

T4 translational repressor Gp32

Gp32 is a single stranded DNA binding protein.  Its primary function is to bind and

stabilize single stranded DNA allowing DNA polymerase to replicate the opposite strand (2).

While Gp32 is primarily a ssDNA binding protein, it will bind to RNA when the

concentration of protein reaches an elevated level.  When the ssDNA is saturated with Gp32

the excess protein then binds to its own mRNA repressing further translation (1).  Gp32

recognizes an RNA pseudoknot structure at its own translation initiation region (TIR), then

fills an adjacent unstructured region, thereby reducing binding and translating the mRNA (3).

Gp32 is a Zn2+ protein, incorporating 1 mole of Zn2+ per mole of protein (4).  In addition,

three of the four cysteines present in Gp32 are found in a tyrosine-rich sequence (residues 72-

116) and have been implicated in DNA binding by 1H NMR investigations (4).
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T4 translational repressor Gp43

Gp43 is a DNA replication accessory protein with 5'→3' polymerase activity, as well

as having 3'→5' exonuclease activity (1).  Gp43 operates somewhat analogous to Gp32

function in translational repression.  Gp43 binds to an RNA hairpin in the translation

initiation region of the gene 43 mRNA. The minimum operator sequence to which Gp43

binds consists of 36 nucleotides that include a hairpin (containing a 5 base-pair helix and an 8

nucleotide loop) and a single-stranded segment that contains the Shine-Dalgarno sequence of

the ribosome binding site (5). Binding by Gp43 at this site occludes the TIR preventing

translation of the gene (5,6).  Gp32 and Gp43 function in translational repression by

recognizing RNA secondary structure and binding at that site.  The third T4 translational

repressor, RegA, functions much differently in translational repression than the other two

repressors.

T4 translational repressor RegA

T4 RegA is a protein that, unlike Gp32 and Gp43, is only known to function as a

translational repressor.  Bacteriophage T4 is an unusual translational repressor in that it is

capable of recognizing multiple mRNAs of different sequence, with different affinities (see

Table 2.1 & 2.2), including its own transcript (1).  A major feature of the RegA binding sites

is their apparent lack of secondary structure (7).  T4 RegA, like Gp32 and Gp43, binds at the

TIR of an mRNA preventing ribosome binding and translation initiation.
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The T4 translational repressor RegA protein folds into two structural domains (8).

Domain I of the RegA protein contains a four-stranded beta-sheet and two alpha-helices.

Domain II contains a four-stranded beta-sheet and an unusual 3/10 helix (8). Mutagenesis

study has shown the RNA binding site to be a surface pocket formed by residues on two loops

and an alpha-helix (8).

Table 2.1  RegA sensitive mRNAsa

T4 Gene Sequenceb 50% Repression
(µµM RegA)c

44                                               GAAUGAGGAAAUUAUGAUUACUGUAAAUG 0.6

rIIA                                               UAAUGAGGAAAUUAUGAUUAUCACCACUG n.d.

αgt                                               AAAGAGGAAAACUAUGCGUAUUUGCAUUU 1

rpbA UACUGACUUAUUAUGACUAAAGUGUAUUAUGACUAAAAUUACUGUGA 1.5

dexA                                               CGAGGAAAAUUUAAUGUUUGA UUUUAUUA 1.5

rIIB                                               AAUAAGGA AAAUUAUGUACAAUAUUAAAU 3.2

dexA.1                                               GAGGCGAUUAUUAAUGAUUGAAUUAAGUU 3.7

45                                   GAAUUGAAGGAAAUUACAUGAAACUGUCUAAAG 3.8

βgt                                               AUAAAAGGAAUAUAUGAAAAUUGCUAUAA 4.5

42                                               CAUUGAGGUUUAAAUGAUUAGUGACUCUA n.d.

regA                                         CAUUGGAAUGGUAAAAUGAUUGAAAUUACUC 10

1                                               UGAGGAGAAACACAUGAAACUAAUCUUUU 11.5

62                                               CAGUGGAAGUGAUAUGAGCUUAUUUAAAG n.d.

a Adapted from Miller et al., 1994.
b RegA sensitive TIRs aligned at the AUG initiation codon.  Underlined nucleotides are protected from RNase

digestion by bound RegA protein.
c  The concentration of RegA causing 50% reduction in the yield of in vitro translated product from each message.

n.d., not determined.  Data compiled from (9,10,11,12,13,14).
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Table 2.2 Hierarchy of biological RNA affinities for T4 and RB69 Reg A proteinsa

T4 RegA Protein Sequenceb Kapp(107 M-1)
RB G45 AAGGAAAUAAA 19.9
T4 G44 GAGGAAAUUAU 4.9
T4 G45 AAGGAAAUUAC 3.2
RB G44 GAGGAAAAUUA 2.5
RB regA AUGGUAAAAAU 1.3
T4 regA AUGGUAAAAUG 0.8

RB69 RegA Protein Kapp(107 M-1)
T4 G44 GAGGAAAUUAU 34.0
RB G44 GAGGAAAAUUA 9.5

T4 G45 AAGGAAAUUAC 2.0
RB G45 AAGGAAAUAAA 1.8
RB regA AUGGUAAAAAU 0.6
T4 regA AUGGUAAAAUG 0.16

a Adapted from Sengupta et al., 2001.
b Underlining indicates RNase protected nucleotides.

II.  Using SELEX to explore RegA-RNA interactions

T4 RegA:RNA analysis using SELEX

RegA is a protein, which binds to the translation initiation regions of upwards of 20

different mRNAs (15).  Due to the lack of apparent secondary structure and high sequence

conservation in the RegA regulated genes, SELEX was used to determine the RNA sequence

requirements for binding (16).  Starting with an initial RNA pool consisting of 30 randomized

positions, fifteen rounds of selection were needed to generate aptamers that were similar to

biologically relevant binding sites (16). Dissociation constants ranged from 5 to 200 nM as
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determined using an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (Table 2.3) (16).  An interesting

aspect of this T4 SELEX experiment was the generation of multiple binding sites within the

random region that was subjected to selection.  One site consisted of the first thirteen 5’

nucleotides with the second consisting of four 3’ nucleotides.  The 3’ sequence of AAAA is

relevant when the 3’ fixed region, used for primer binding, (underlined) is taken into account

(AAAAUUCGACAUG) with the whole sequence resembling the 5’ sequence

(AAAAUUGUUAUGUAA).  These SELEX derived sequences compare favorably with T4

binding sites, with the up-stream poly A tract and UU repeats being notable similarities (Table

2.4).  These experiments clearly show the efficacy of the SELEX procedure for use in

elucidating biological protein:nucleic acid sequence issues.
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Table 2.3  Binding affinity of selected RNA sequences for T4 RegAa

Putatuve binding site Dissociation constant (nM)

AAAAUUGUUAUGUAA 5

AAAAUUAUUAUGUAA 5

AAAAUUGUUAUGGAA 5

AAAAUUGUUAUGAAA 6

AAAAUUGUGAUGUAA 8

AAAAUUGGUAUGUAA 12

AAAAUGGUGAUGAAA 11

AAAAUUGUUAUGAAC 24

AAAAUGGUGAUGAGA 24

AAGAUUGCAAUGGAA 40

AAAAAUAAAAUGAAA 200

         a Adapted from Brown et al. (1997)

Table 2.4  Biological T4 mRNAs that are regulated by RegAa

T4 Gene RegA binding site

rIIB                AAAAUUAUGUAC

44                   AAAUUAUGAUU

DexA           AAAAUUUAAUGUUU

RpbA  AAAGGUGUAUUAUGACU

45             AAAUUACAUGAAA

αgt                AAAACUAUGCGU

βgt  AAAAGGAAUAUAUGAAA

1                 AAACACAUGAAA

regA        AAUGGUAAAAUGAUU

a Adapted from Brown et al. (1997)
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RB69 RegA:RNA analysis using SELEX

RB69 RegA translational repressor protein is 78% identical in amino acid sequence to

the well-characterized T4 protein (15), binds both RB69 and T4 mRNAs, and displays a

hierarchy of binding to RNAs that do not have a conserved sequence or structure (17).  These

differences in the sequences of T4 RegA and RB69 RegA, and their different affinities for the

same mRNAs suggested RB69 RegA as a useful homolog of the T4 protein for studying RNA-

binding and translational regulation.

RNAs randomized at 14 positions (the SLXN14 template) were carried-through

rounds of SELEX in binding reactions with immobilized His-tagged RB69 RegA (RegA-His6).

After only five rounds of selection, RNAs that preferentially bound RB69 RegA-His6 showed

extensive sequence conservation among the 18 individual RNAs that were cloned and

sequenced (18).

The following manuscript details work completed in this laboratory (T.R. Dean & S.V.

Allen) to elucidate the sequence requirements for RB69 RegA binding to RNA in the absence

of ribosome binding competition.  Prior to publication of the T4 RegA SELEX analysis, our

laboratory had initiated this selection approach with the bacteriophage RB69 RegA protein.
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Abstract

The SELEX method of in vitro selection was used to isolate RNAs that bind the RB69

RegA translational repressor protein immobilized to Ni-NTA agarose.  After five rounds of

SELEX, the pool of selected RNA displayed striking sequence uniformity:

UAAUAAUAAUAAUA was clearly enriched in the 14 nucleotides that underwent selection.

Individual, cloned molecules displayed the (UAA)n sequence, with two RNAs having a 3'

AUG.  Removing the 3' AUG reduced binding in gel shift assays, moving the AUG 5'

proximal of the (UAA)n improved binding, but (UAA)4 alone still bound the purified protein.

Dissociation constants showed that RNA shortened to (UAA)3 and (UAA)2 also retained

binding, whereas cytosine clearly prevented binding by RB69 RegA.  A sequence logo and the

makewalker program were used to search the complete RB69 genome for UAA-rich

sequences.  Several potential RB69 RegA binding sites were identified within the RB69

genome.  It also appears that UAA stop codons juxtaposed to a translation initiation codon

are an important component of RB69 RegA binding sites.  mRNA for the pentameric (4:1)

phage gp44/62 DNA polymerase clamp loader complex has the RB69 gene 44 stop codon and

3'-adjacent gene 62 initiation codon in a sequence  (AAAUAAUAUG) that is similar to in

vitro selected RNA and binds RB69 RegA.  RegA repressor proteins appear to interact at

UAA-AUG junctions of translationally coupled genes.
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Introduction

Protein-mediated translational repression is an important regulatory mechanism in

prokaryotes and eukaryotes (1,2).  Bacteriophage T4 encodes three translational repressors:

the single stranded DNA binding protein (gp32), the DNA polymerase (gp43), and RegA (3).

Gp32 and gp43 regulate their own translation by binding to a pseudoknot structure or a

simple hairpin, respectively, contained in the translation initiation region (TIR) of their

mRNA (4-6).  As for most translational repressor proteins, RNA structure is an important

component of the target site for unambiguous binding and repression of their target mRNAs.

T4 RegA is an unusual translational repressor.  It represses translation of several

different phage mRNAs, including its own (7,8).  Several studies have focused on the

specificity determinants in the RegA:RNA interaction.  A striking feature of RegA binding

sites on RNA is the unusual absence of secondary structure.  The TIRs at RegA binding sites

are AU-rich.  An RNA structure study revealed that one of the binding sites (T4 44 RNA) is

single-stranded, with a 2'-endo conformation of the ribose that is more characteristic of B-form

DNA than of A-form RNA (9).  Comparing the TIR regions recognized by RegA with all T4

transcripts fails to show a marked difference between the two sets of RNA.

SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment) is an in vitro

selection method used to obtain RNA or DNA that has interesting binding or catalytic

properties (6,10); reviewed in (11).  T4 RegA protein was previously used as an RNA SELEX

target to reveal bases required for RegA binding in the absence of sequence requirements for
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ribosome binding (12).  The SELEX experiments confirmed that T4 RegA recognizes RNA in

a sequence-dependent manner and does not rely on RNA structure. The reported "consensus"

sequence, 5'-AAAAUUGUUAUGUAA-3'' (12), again showed that T4 RegA binds AUG

flanked by AU-rich bases.  The crystal structure of the T4 protein has been solved (13), and

mutation analyses (14) reveal that specific RNA site recognition is mediated through a unique

RNA-binding domain defined by an N-terminal helix region (15,16) in a structural binding

"cleft" (15).

Bacteriophage RB69 is a T4-related phage whose genes complement defects in some

T4 genes (17).  RB69 encodes a RegA protein that is composed of 122 amino acids and is

78% identical to T4 RegA (16).  RB69 RegA can bind and translationally repress T4 mRNAs,

including gene 44, 45, and rpbA, but does so with slightly different affinities for the respective

RNAs (16,18,19).  Thus, RB69 RegA provides a useful homolog of the T4 protein for

studying RNA-binding and translational regulation.

RB69 RegA SELEX  experiments were carried-out using immobilized RB69 RegA

protein and a pool of RNA randomized at 14 positions.  After 5 rounds of selection, all of the

selected sequences were AU-rich.  The preponderance of (UAA)n in the selected RNAs is

consistent with naturally occurring sites, and distinguishes the SELEX binding sites of T4 and

RB69 RegA.  The results show that RB69 RegA binds (UAA)n RNA that lacks an AUG, and

that an AUG slightly enhances the protein's affinity.  SELEX generated RNAs were used to

create a sequence logo which when "walked" through the RB69 genome located other
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potential RB69 RegA binding sites.  A role for RB69 RegA is proposed in which the protein

binds RNA at stop (UAA) and start (AUG) codons of adjacent genes (e.g., the DNA

polymerase 44/62 clamp loader complex), affecting their coordinate translational regulation.
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Materials and Methods

Strains, plasmids, and media.  E. coli JM109 and pGEM-T vector were from Promega

Corp. (Madison, WI).  pSA1 contains RB69 regA cloned into the polyhistidine fusion vector

pET21 for expression of RegA69-His6 (20).  regA on pSA1 was sequenced throughout to

confirm the absence of mutations in the gene.  Procedures for growth of bacteria in LB media

have been described (21).  Ni-NTA agarose, Ni-NTA spin columns, and Qiaprep Miniprep

were obtained from Qiagen (Valencia, CA).  Ribomax T7 in vitro transcription system, T4

DNA ligase, Taq DNA polymerase, and restriction enzymes were obtained from Promega

Corp. and used as recommended.  Retrotherm RT was from Epicentre Technologies

(Madison, WI).  Ribogreen RNA Quantitation kit was from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR).

 RegA proteins.  RegA69-His6 C-terminal fusion protein was synthesized in vitro from

pSA1 and immobilized on agarose Ni-NTA Spin Columns (Qiagen) as described (20).  RB69

RegA was induced in E. coli B containing a heat-inducible λ expression vector (pEC69) with

the wildtype gene, and the protein purified as described (18).

SELEX template.  A fourteen nucleotide (nt) variable region DNA library, containing

3 X 108 unique sequences, was constructed by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using a 5’

T7 fixed primer and a 3’ fixed primer that anneal to the SLXN14 oligonucleotide (11).  The

randomized region was synthesized over argon using proportions of phosphoramidites to yield
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equal amounts of each base at the 14 nt positions (IDT, Coralville, IA).  The 61 nt SLXN14

oligo was PAGE purified.

SELEX parameters with RegA69-His6.  Four initial 50 µl PCR reactions were

performed to generate the initial dsDNA pool (22).  Each reaction contained: 0.5 mM each

dNTP, 7.5 mM MgCl2, 1.5 U Taq DNA polymerase, Buffer (50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl,

pH 9.0 at 25°C, 0.1% Triton X-100), 6 µM each T7 Fixed and 3’ Fixed primers, 0.3 µM

SLXN14 template.  PCR was performed for 10 cycles at 93°C 30 sec; 55°C 10 sec; and 72°C

1 min.  PCR products were separated by nondenaturing 8% PAGE, visualized by ethidium

bromide - UV illumination, eluted in 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.2% SDS, and

ethanol precipitated.

SLXN14 RNA used for selection was generated by in vitro transcription with T7 RNA

polymerase (Ribomax, Promega Corp.).  Each 25 µl reaction contained 12 pmoles of the

initial PCR product or 1/2 of the subsequent RT-PCR product (6 - 40 pmoles) in 80 mM

HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5, 24 mM MgCl2, 2 mM spermidine, 40 mM DTT, 7.5 mM each rNTP

and T7 enzyme mix (T7 RNA polymerase, RNase inhibitor and yeast inorganic

pyrophosphatase).  Reactions were incubated at 37°C for 2 hrs.  Following DNase treatment,

RNA was phenol-extracted, precipitated and suspended in 30 µl RNase-free dH2O.

Transcripts were analyzed using denaturing (8.3M urea) 8% PAGE and concentrations

determined by Ribogreen RNA quantitation  (Molecular Probes Inc.).
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In vitro translation mixtures containing 1 or 2 pmoles of RegA69-His6 in 200 µl Ni-

NTA buffer I (50 mM NaH2PO4, pH 8.0; 300 mM NaCl; 10 mM imidazole) were applied to

40 µl of Ni-NTA slurry, incubated at 4°C for 30 min, followed by centrifugation at 14,000

rpm for 1 min.  To remove other extract proteins, the slurry was washed twice with 200 µl Ni-

NTA buffer II (50 mM NaH2PO4, pH 8.0; 300 mM NaCl; 20 mM imidazole).  Immobilized

protein was then equilibrated 3 times with 200 µl of RNA binding buffer (20 mM Tris, pH

7.5; 250 mM NaCl; 5 mM MgCl2; 1 mM β  mercaptoethanol).  The SLXN14 random RNA

pool (100 pmoles) in 200 µl RNA binding buffer was denatured at 65°C for 5 min and cooled

on ice.  In negative pre-selections, the RNA was applied to 40 µl of Ni-NTA without RegA69-

His6, incubated for 10 min at 25°C, centrifuged at 7,000 rpm for 2 min, and the supernatant

collected.  RNA (40 pmoles) was then applied to 40 µl RegA69-His6 Ni-NTA, incubated and

centrifuged as above.  The slurry was washed 3 times with 200 µl of RNA binding buffer to

remove unbound RNAs.  The flow-through and washes for each round were used in the

Ribogreen RNA assay to measure the amount of random RNA that did not bind to the

immobilized RegA69-His6 protein.  Selected RNAs were extracted from the slurry with 400 µl

1:1 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.2% SDS and phenol/CHCl3 followed by

centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 1 min.  Extracted RNA was ethanol precipitated and

suspended in dH2O.
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Each 50 µl RT-PCR reaction contained 20 µl of RNA (10 to 20 pmoles) from the

previous round of selection, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3, 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.75 mM

MnSO4, 0.2 mM each dNTP, 1 µM 3’ Fixed and T7 Fixed primers, and 5 U Retrotherm RT

(EpicentreTechnologies).  Primer annealing was done at 50°C for 5 min, first strand synthesis

at 70°C for 10 min, and PCR for 25 cycles at 93°C 30 sec, 55°C 10 sec and 72°C 1 min.

Amplified DNA was visualized by 8% non-denaturing PAGE to ensure correct product size.

After rounds 1, 2, and 5, RT-PCR products were gel-purified.  DNA  was transcribed as above

to create the RNA pool for the next round of selection. Round 5 RT-PCR product was cloned

into pGEM-T.  The ligation mixtures were transformed into JM109 as described (21) and

insert-containing clones sequenced.

RNA binding assays and Kdapp determinations.  RNA was transcribed from dsDNA

made using a sequence-specific oligo template, 5' T7 promoter primer, and a 3' primer.  PCR

conditions to create dsDNA for transcription were identical to those used in SELEX (see

above).  RNA was labeled with [α32P-UTP] via a T7 in vitro RNA transcription system

(Ribomax, Promega Corp).  Each 25 µl reaction contained 10% of PCR, 80 mM HEPES-

KOH, pH 7.5, 24 mM MgCl2, 2 mM spermidine, 40 mM DTT, 2.5 mM each rATP, rGTP, and

rCTP, 1 mM  rUTP, 50 µCi α32P-UTP, and T7 enzyme mix (T7 RNA polymerase, RNase

inhibitor and yeast inorganic pyrophosphasase). Reactions were incubated at 37°C for 2 hr.

Entire transcription reactions were run on 8% denaturing PAGE, appropriate size bands were
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excised, and RNA extracted overnight into ribonuclease-free water.  Following ethanol

precipitation, purified RNA was suspended in 15 µl ribonuclease free water.   RNA (1.5 µl)

was mixed into 13 µl of RNA binding buffer (150 mM NaCl), heated to 70°C for 3 min and

then cooled to room temperature over 10 min.  Single-point gel shift assays used 1.5 µM

purified RB69 RegA protein incubated with 115 nM of α32P-UTP-labeled RNA for 20 min at

room temperature.  For Kdapp determinations, RB69 RegA from 18 nM to 739 nM was used

in a final binding volume of 15 µl.  Binding reactions were placed at -20°C for 5 min and then

5 µl of loading dye added.  Samples were run on 12% non-denaturing PAGE in 0.5X TBE for

3 hr at 4°C.  Gels were placed on a phosphor screen, exposed for 30 min, and viewed using a

Storm 840 phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics).  ImageQuant software was used to obtain

the volume report of labeled bands and to derive the fraction of RNA shifted. Kdapp  values

were obtained from Bjerrum plots of the fraction of free RNA vs. the log concentration of

RB69 RegA (23).  Kdapp was calculated where the fraction of free RNA = 0.5.  Values are the

average of two or more separate experiments, with R ranging from 0.95 to 0.99.

Logo and walker analysis.  RB69 RegA-selected RNA sequences  (eleven UAA

containing sequences) were aligned and used to generate a sequence logo (24).  The total

information content of the selected sites (Rseq) was calculated, as was RFreq of the RB69

complete genome (Karam, J. 2002 at http://www.tmc.tulane.edu/sif/t4genome.html).  To

search for potential RegA binding sites within the RB69 genome, a "minimal binding site"
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sequence logo (8 bases) was scanned (25) against the complete RB69 genome. The stringency

of the search was adjusted to only include matches with an information content between 10

and 13 bits. Sites were then evaluated as to whether they were likely located on RNA

transcripts.
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Results

Conditions for selecting RB69 RegA RNA binding sites.  In vitro selection (SELEX) was

undertaken to identify high-affinity RNA binding sites of the phage RB69 RegA protein.

Because many of the shorter, biologically relevant RNA sequences (e.g., the gene 44 RNA)

bound by RegA are 9 – 12 nucleotides, a randomized region of 14 consecutive bases was used.

At 414, approximately 3 X 108 different RNAs are theoretically possible.  Since 15 pmoles of

the initial SLXN14 template were converted to dsDNA for transcription, at least 104 over-

representation of each sequence was achieved in the dsDNA.  Using 40 pmoles of RNA

transcript, 103–fold excess of the different RNAs was present during the first binding reaction

with RegA.  The relatively short randomized region limits the structural diversity in the pool.

However, structure has not appeared relevant for RegA (9,12) and the shorter random region

should reduce the number of rounds needed to select high affinity RNAs.

To partition complexes, RegA-His6, previously shown to bind T4 44 RNA (20), was

immobilized on agarose.  In the first two rounds, negative pre-selection was performed with

Ni-NTA agarose alone to remove potential matrix-binding RNAs.  Following round 2, the

amount of immobilized RB69 RegA-His6 was reduced to one pmole (RNA:RegA ratio of 40:1)

to increase the stringency in the binding reaction.  To further increase the selection stringency

and reduce the number of rounds, 250 mM NaCl was used in the column wash buffer, which

is the threshold ionic condition at which RegA remains bound to polyU (18,26).  Overall,
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SELEX parameters (Table 1) were used to enhance selection efficiency, while reducing the

number of cycles needed to obtain high-affinity RB69 RegA binding sites.

The selected bulk RNA pool displays a repeating UAA sequence.   The progress of

selection, and the diversity of the RNA pool, were evaluated by sequencing a portion of the

dsDNA (RT-PCR product) following the fifth round of SELEX.  Figure 1 shows the sequence

of the template pool prior to selection (which showed a slight over-representation of Cs), and

that of the pool selected for binding to RegA-His6 after five rounds.  A reduction in the

randomization of the N14 region was seen, with an apparent selection for alternating Us and

As.  A clear pattern of (UAA)n is evident in the selected RNA pool.  Therefore, the dsDNA at

the end of round five was cloned and the nucleotide sequence of independent inserts

determined.

Sequences of individual selected RNAs.  Within the 14-base variable region of the

selected RNAs, a highly similar sequence was identified in each of the eighteen clones

analyzed.  As shown in Table 2, the sequences can be divided into two separate groups, those

that consist of UAA and those that contain UAA + C.  The sequence 5’-UAAUAAUAA-3' was

present in eleven of the eighteen RNAs.  The related sequences 5’-UAAUAAUUAUAA-3'

(SA5-7) and 5’-ACAAUAACAAUAA-3' (SA5-3) each appeared once, varying only at the

underlined positions.  Variation was also observed in a few 3' fixed positions where, during

SELEX, PCR appeared to have caused base substitutions.  A 3'-terminal AUG only occurred
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twice (clones SA5-1 and SA5-2). Like the TIRs repressed by RegA, and the RB69 genome

overall, the selected RNAs are AU-rich.  (UAA)n is present in each selected RNA, yet an AUG

is not a prominent feature of the pool or of the individual RNAs sequenced.  Indeed, a

"consensus" sequence (RB69-Con; 5'-UAAUAAUAAUAAUA-3'; Table 2), as well as the

SELEX sequence logo derived from these RNAs, is variable in the 3'-termnal bases and lacks

an AUG.  Although an AUG in the recognition site has been shown to be important for RNA

binding by T4 RegA (8,27-30), in the context of in vitro selection, (UAA)n emerged as the

prominent feature for RB69 RegA.

Purified RB69 RegA binds phage and SELEX RNAs in the gel shift assay.  Gel mobility

shift assays were standardized on two naturally occurring RNA sequences and one mutant

derivative RNA.  RB69 44, T4 44, and T4 44-C (G→C substitutions eliminating the two

AUGs in T4 44) RNAs were used with purified RB69 RegA protein lacking the His6 terminal

extension.  To survey binding, excess protein (1.5 µM) was used in the gel shift assays, with an

RNA concentration of 115 nM.  Under the conditions used, purified RB69 RegA protein

bound and shifted both RB69 and T4 44 RNA, whereas the mutant 44-C RNA showed no

shift.

Three sequences were initially chosen as representative for analysis of SELEX RNAs.

Each of these contained the (UAA)n sequence, with one having a 3' AUG (SA5-1), one having

a 3' AGA (SA5-7), while the third was a modified "consensus" sequence (RB69-Con)
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consisting of AAAA(UAA)3UAG and flanking nucleotides.  When transcribed, the selected

RNAs were 61 bases long, including 5' and 3' fixed regions used during the SELEX procedure.

Purified RB69 RegA generated a shift with SA5-1 RNA that was comparable to the shift with

biological RB69 44 RNA.  RB69-Con RNA gave a similar shift.  There was no apparent shift

of the SA5-7 RNA.  SA5-7 contains a "UUA" within the selected (UAA)n region, and lacks an

AUG at any position in the RNA.   Compared to the RB69 and the T4 44 RNAs, SA5-1 and

RB69-Con shifted equally well with excess purified RB69 RegA (Table 3).

To determine whether the flanking fixed regions contributed to RegA binding, the

selected RNAs were truncated 5' and 3' to yield approximately 20-base RNAs.  SA5-1 RNA

was truncated to the 14 base random region plus 2 bases from the 3' fixed region that also

displayed sequence variation.  Because DNA templates and T7 RNA polymerase were used to

produce the labeled RNA, three Gs were included at the 5' end to enhance transcription

efficiency.  The length of the truncated SA5-1 [(UAA)4-3'AUG] RNA was 19 bases.  Thus,

(UAA)4-3'AUG RNA showed a significant band shift with RB69 RegA (Table 3).

Variants of the (UAA)4-3'AUG RNA were constructed to evaluate the relevance of

specific bases for RegA binding.  To determine whether the position of an AUG was

important, RNA was synthesized to position the AUG 5' of the (UAA)4 region.  Under the

conditions used, (UAA)3-5'AUG showed the maximum gel shift of selection-derived RNAs.

(UAA)4-3'AUG RNA was also changed at the terminal AUG to AUC [(UAA)4-3'AUC] and
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AAG [(UAA)4-3'AAG].  These two RNAs produced gel shifts approximately half that of

RB69 44 RNA (Table 3).  To evaluate requirements for the length of (UAA)n on RegA

binding, RNAs were prepared with shorter intervals, flanked 5' and 3' by A residues.  RB69

RegA bound RNAs (UAA)3 and (UAA)2 with shift values approximately half that of RB69 44

RNA (Table 3), further demonstrating that an AUG is not explicitly required for RB69 RegA

to bind RNA.

RB69 RegA was assayed for binding to its own RNA.  Two different length RegA

sequences were used, with the opportunity for more than one RegA protein to bind the longer

sequence.  The longer sequence, RB69 regA-78, consisted of 78 bases previously shown to be

protected by RB69 RegA protein in nuclease protection assays (18), although it contains only

one 5' proximal AUG.  RB69 RegA bound and shifted RB69 regA-78 RNA.  The second,

shorter RNA RB69 regA-28, consisted of 28 bases from the 5' end of regA-78, and included the

initiator AUG.  However, under these conditions, there was no observable shift with RB69

regA-28.

RB69 RegA binds the consensus T4 RegA-selected RNA.  RNA was previously selected

that binds T4 RegA (12); in that approach, nitrocellulose filters were used to partition bound

from unbound RNA during SELEX.  The T4-selected consensus RNA is AU-rich, contains

only one UAA sequence, and has an AUG proximal to the 3' end (Table 3).  The T4 RegA

SELEX consensus RNA, with 5'-terminal G residues (T4-Con; 5'-
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GGGAAAAUUGUUAUGUAA-3') was evaluated for binding RB69 RegA.  The T4 SELEX

consensus sequence RNA produced a shift with RB69 RegA that was slightly less than RB69-

Con RNA.

C residues prevent RB69 RegA binding.  The affect of Cs in the selected RNAs on

binding RB69 RegA was evaluated using the selected SA5-3 and SA5-10 RNA sequences in

truncated form (Figure 2).  SA5-3 RNA contains two Cs where U is found in the other

sequences and SA5-10 contains 5'-AACAAUA-3' which was found 4 times in the selected

aptamers (SA5-3, SA5-8, SA5-10, and SA5-11).  However, neither of these RNAs displayed

any affinity for RB69 RegA in the gel shift assay (Table 3).  Additional rounds of SELEX

would likely have eliminated these RNAs from the selected pool.  Together with the data on

mutant T4 44-C RNA (see above) it appears that C's, whether they are substituted in the AUG

or in the selected AU rich region, inhibit RNA binding by RegA.

 Apparent Kd values for RB69 RegA-selected RNAs.  Apparent Kd values (Kd app) were

determined for three biological RNAs using varying concentrations of purified RB69 RegA,

32P-labeled RNA and Bjerrum plots of gel mobility shift assay (Figure 3 and Table 3).  RB69

44 RNA generated a Kd app of 122 nM, while T4 44 RNA produced a higher affinity at 16 nM.

A similar higher affinity of RB69 RegA protein for the T4 44 RNA over the RB69 44 RNA

was previously reported (19). The RB69 regA-78 site produced a Kd app of 165 nM.  The

binding curve of RB69 RegA with (UAA)4-3'AUG RNA yielded a Kd app of 295 nM.  Variants
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changing the 3' AUG to AAG [(UAA)4-3'AAG] gave a protein-dependent binding curve with

a Kd app of 337 nM and (UAA)3 RNA generated a Kd app of 281 nM.  Moving the AUG to the

5' end of the RNA [(UAA)3-5'AUG] resulted in a Kd app of 350 nM.  These latter values are

approximately three-fold higher than the Kd app for RB69 44 RNA.

RB69 RegA SELEX sites occur at gene junctions in the RB69 genome.  The RB69

genome was searched with the query sequences (TAA)2  and (ATA)2 (GCG and BioEdit

programs  (31,32).  5'-AUAAUAUG-3' was found at the TIRs of genes 62 and rpbA, two T4

genes known to be translationally repressed by RegA (3).   These RB69 mRNA sequences are

highly similar to the in vitro selected RNAs.  The RB69 62 RNA was synthesized with A

residues flanking the identified sequence.  Purified RB69 RegA bound the specific 32P-labeled

RB69 62 RNA in the gel shift assay, displaying a concentration-dependent mobility shift with

an apparent Kd app of 437 nM (Figure 3).

Refining the search parameters, a sequence logo (24) was generated using the aligned

(selected) UAA sequences, (Figure 5).  Sequence walker (25) was then used to scan the

complete RB69 genome for potential RB69 RegA binding sites.  The 14 nucleotide logo had a

information content (Rseq) of 21.27.  The same logo generated an Rfreq of 13.34.  Gel-shift

binding assays showed that (UAA)2 bound RegA with affinity approximately 50% that of T4

44.  A sequence logo (8 nucleotides) consisting of (UAA)2 flanked by a single position both 5'
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and 3' (position -4 to +3 in Figure 5) had a Rseq of 12.90 and an Rfreq of 12.60, indicating the

minimal site size necessary for recognition by RB69 RegA (where Rseq ≈ Rfreq).  Therefore, the

(UAA)2 sequence logo was used with the RB69 genome, to identify sites with information

contents between 12 and 13 bits.  Initially 26 sites were found.  Several of these sites are not

transcribed into RNA, leaving 10 potential sites (Table 4).  The site at position 6151 is exactly

between comC-α and the adjacent hypothetical T4-like gene orf 39.2,  and includes the start

codon of 39.2.  Two sites are found at the ends of genes (rIIB and T4 hypothetical orf e.8).

Their placement at the end of the genes makes both of these sites possible targets for

regulation by RB69 RegA.  The remaining 6 sites fall in the middle of various genes (Table 4),

four of which encode structural proteins (gp50 head completion protein, major capsid protein,

gp24 head vertex protein, and gp29 tail tube assembly protein).
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Discussion

T4 and RB69 RegA repressor proteins have closely related primary sequences, with

molecular modeling predicting a common structure and conserved RNA-binding domain that

is unique among RNA binding proteins (19).  Differences between the two proteins include:

RB69 RegA, when not bound to RNA, associates as a tetramer (18), whereas T4 RegA is a

dimer (33); RB69 RegA displays obvious cooperativity when binding certain RNAs (i.e., rpbA)

(18); and there are subtle differences in the selection of target RNAs by the two repressors

(16,18,19).  To help address differences in RNA site specificity by the two proteins, the

SELEX method of in vitro RNA selection was undertaken with RB69 RegA.

After five rounds of SELEX, the bulk RNA pool clearly displayed a prominent

sequence (Figure 1).  In the very first RNA SELEX experiment (6), RNA ligands for T4 DNA

polymerase were selected with four rounds using RNA randomized at eight hairpin loop

positions.  T4 RegA required 15 rounds of SELEX to derive a consensus sequence, and other

selections (particularly for targets that do not normally bind nucleic acids) have required 20

rounds or more (34).  However, for T4 RegA and many other SELEX protocols, a highly

diverse 30+ base random region was used (11).  By limiting the randomized region to 14

positions, we achieved selection efficiency approaching that for T4 DNA polymerase.  A

shorter randomized region was justified for the RB69 RegA selection by the established

observation that RNA structure is not a component of RegA binding sites (9,12,18).  Further,

RB69 RegA-His6 (20) immobilized on Ni-NTA agarose was an effective matrix for partitioning
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RegA-RNA complexes from unbound RNA.  Nitrocellulose, although widely used as a

partitioning matrix in SELEX (11), has sufficient RNA-binding capacity that numerous

negative selections and additional rounds of SELEX are usually required (35).

T4 RegA clearly binds the T4 44 RNA in the absence of discernable RNA structure.

The program MFold (36) predicts no stable secondary structure in any of the full-length RB69

RegA-selected, consensus or truncated RNAs.  RB69 RegA, like the T4 protein, recognizes

RNA in a structure-independent manner, and primary sequence is substantially responsible for

RNA recognition and binding site selection.  However, this does not preclude the possibility

that RegA proteins bind RNA sequence with a propensity for the 2' endo conformation (9), or

that upon binding the RNAs assume a specific, protein-induced conformation (37).

Biological T4 RNAs that bind RegA were identified in translational repressor assays

and naturally contain an AUG.  Frequently, the AUG is adjacent to 5' U residues, or is

adjacent to AUUA (3,12,28).  SELEX experiments with T4 RegA generated a consensus

sequence 5'-AAAAUUGUUAUGUAA-3' that is primarily AU-rich RNA, with an AUG

adjacent to UAA near the 3' end of the site (12).

RNA protection data indicated that RB69 RegA bound RB69 RNAs at sites

immediately upstream of, but not including, the AUG (19).  Independent RNase protection

experiments with RB69 RegA (18) identified RegA-bound sequences that do not contain an

AUG over 28 (T4 rpbA RNA) and 41 (RB69 regA RNA) nucleotides, although the minimal

binding sequence and site size for RB69 RegA are only nine nucleotides.  Therefore, through
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differential site selection or RegA protein-protein interactions (18), RB69 RegA does bind

RNA that lacks an AUG.

Our RB69 RegA SELEX experiments revealed a selected, bulk pool RNA sequence of

(UAA)n.  All but five of the individual clones sequenced contained the recurring UAA

sequence.  Those that had an interrupted UAA pattern did not bind the purified repressor and

apparently survived partitioning.  Two identical RNAs that bound RB69 RegA contained the

3' terminal AUG, but other binding species lacked an AUG.  All sequences showed a

propensity for an A-rich tract at the 5' end of the selected interval (Table 2).   The selection

and gel shift results (Figures 2 & 3) show that RB69 RegA binds (UAA)n alone, with an

affinity that is comparable to both (UAA)4-3'AUG  and (UAA)3-5'AUG.  Together, the T4

(12) and our RB69 RegA SELEX results suggest a site comprised of a 5' A-rich tract, followed

by an AU-rich region, and then the variably occurring 3' AUG.  RB69 RegA SELEX RNAs

display UAA triplets in the AU-rich region.  As noted above, the consensus T4 SELEX RNA

displayed a UAA triplet immediately 3' of the selected AUG (12).

The gel shift results using the two RB69 regA RNAs also support the selection results.

In the context of the biological RB69 regA site it appears that the RegA protein requires a site

greater than the initial 5' 28 nucleotides protected in nuclease protection assays (18).  Five

rounds of selection produced RNAs that bound RB69 RegA with Kdapp values similar to the

larger regA-78 RNA, while the shorter regA-28 RNA showed no affinity for RegA.  The
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selection of short AU-rich RNAs with affinities similar to the 78 nucleotide biological regA

site (containing only one 5' AUG) further suggests that an AUG is not a prerequisite for RB69

RegA binding to RNA.

Densely coding genomes of T-even type phages have a high occurrence of juxtaposed

stop and start codons of adjacent genes.  Genes on the same transcript are often

translationally coupled; ribosomes translating the 5' gene reinitiate at the 3' gene (38) (2).  In

T4, and presumably in RB69, UAA is preferentially used as the translational stop codon over

UGA and UAG (frequencies of 0.31, 0.16 and 0.03, respectively; (39)).  The SELEX RNAs

for T4 and RB69 RegA show a striking similarity to the start sites of translationally coupled

genes.  There is a suboptimal, A-rich Shine-Dalgarno sequence, a UAA stop codon (sometimes

occurring in tandem, sometimes a few nucleotides 5' of the AUG, and at times just 3' of the

AUG), and the AUG.  RB69 RegA SELEX results indicate that the initiator codon AUG is

less important for binding than is the UAA stop codon.

One outcome of SELEX experiments is the ability to use selected sequences to scan

genomes for similar patterns.  In pattern searches of the RB69 genome, 5'-AUAAUAUG-3',

which is closely related to the SELEX sequence, was found in the mRNAs for genes 62 and

rpbA.  Gel shift analysis confirmed that RB69 RegA binds this sequence (Figure 3).  For gene

62, the AUAAUAUG includes the upstream 44 translation stop codon and the downstream

62 start codon (Figure 4; (40)).  Although rpbA was inferred not to be coding in phage RB69

due to sequence divergence and stop codons occurring in all reading frames, the RegA binding
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site on this RNA overlaps a TIR-like sequence that shares many features with translationally

coupled genes and is just 3' of the expressed Orf 45.2.  The TIR and RegA site of RB69 "rpbA"

may indeed be a genome relict, of a once functional gene.

Following our initial pattern searches, the complete RB69 genome became available.

This allowed the use of the RB69 RegA SELEX sequence logo to examine the RB69 genome

with the makewalker program (25).  Previous work has shown that if the goal of a SELEX

experiment is to learn about biological binding sites, sequence logos can be used to guide the

experiment (41).  Of the 26 sites that were initially uncovered, only 10 were inferred to be

transcribed into RNA.  Position 6151 in the RB69 genome lies directly between comC-α and

the hypothetical T4 orf 39.2.  The proximity of these two genes (separated by 6 nucleotides)

indicates they may be translationally coupled.  Table 4 shows the sequence at this site which

includes the stop codon of comC-α and the start codon of 39.2.  Future study to examine the

relationship of expression between comC-α and the hypothetical protein could provide further

insight into the action of RB69 RegA.  Additional sites uncovered are located in phage

structural proteins (gp50 head completion protein, major capsid protein, gp24 head vertex

protein, and gp29 tail tube assembly protein).  A function for RB69 RegA binding at these

sites could prove informative.
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Conclusions

We suggest the following for the nature of RegA binding sites to accommodate their

lack of structure, low sequence conservation, and broad distribution in phage genomes.  First,

the absence of RNA structure in RegA sites reflects the trend for prokaryotic TIRs to be

devoid of structure for efficient ribosome recognition (2).  A low occurrence of C residues

(which if present inhibit RegA binding) contributes to the absence of structure.  RB69 RegA

binds to poly-A as well as poly-U, however, the ability to bind to poly-C is not present.

Second, the occurrence of RegA sites at adjacent genes requires a binding strategy that neither

perturbs the end of the 5' gene nor the start of the 3' gene.  These sites contain UAA (as the

stop codon) and predominate at genes that are translationally coupled.  RegA bound at these

sites would serve to reduce independent translation initiation of the 3' gene.  Ribosomes

traversing to the site from the 5' gene would be affected by RegA bound at the distal junction.

By binding at the 3' ends of RNA coding regions that contain UAA sequences, RegA may

affect the kinetics of ribosome elongation and release, in addition to its recognized affects on

translational repression.  In these instances, RegA can be viewed as a translational repressor.

However, if RegA bound at UAAs prevents release factor (RF) from binding the stop codon,

diminished ribosome release may promote reinitiation and translation of the distal gene for a

translationally coupled gene pair. Enhanced protein synthesis by RegA, from both phage and

host mRNAs, has been noted (3,28).  It appears that RB69 RegA mediates a form of protein-

dependent "recoding" (42), as exemplified by its affect at the translational coupling site of the
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44/62 clamp loader subunit genes that are located on the same mRNA and immediately

upstream of regA.
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 Table 2.5  SELEX conditions using immobilized RB69 RegA-His6

Rounda

pmoles
RNA

pmoles

RegA-His6

[NaCl]
wash elution preselection

1 40 2 250 mM phenol/CHCl3 +

2 40 2 250 mM phenol/CHCl3 +

3 40 1 250 mM phenol/CHCl3 -

4 40 1 250 mM phenol/CHCl3 -

5 40 1 250 mM phenol/CHCl3 -

a,  SLXN14 RNA (40 pmoles; preselected over Ni-NTA in rounds 1 & 2) was applied to RB69 RegA-

His6 (1 or 2 pmoles) bound to Ni-NTA.  Complexes were washed in binding buffer containing 250

mM NaCl to remove unbound RNA.  Bound RNA was extracted from the matrix with

phenol/chloroform followed by ethanol precipitation.
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Table 2.6  Cloned sequences after five rounds of SELEX

                         UAA Containing
Clone 
SA5-1           aAUAAUAAUAAUAAUg
SA5-2           aAUAAUAAUAAUAAUg
SA5-4              aAAAUAAUAAUAAAAg
SA5-5              aAAAUAAUAAUAAAAg
SA5-6           aAGAAUAAUAAUAAGa
SA5-7              aUAAUAAUUAUAAGAa
SA5-9                 aAAGAAUAAUAGUAGg
SA5-13            aUAAUAAUAAUAAUAc
SA5-17            aUAAUAAUAAGAAUAa
SA5-19            aGAAUAAUAAUAAGAg
SA5-20            aUAAUAAUAAUAAGAg

                         UAA + C Containing

SA5-3          aAAACAAUAACAAUAa
SA5-8         aUGAUAAUAACAAUAg
SA5-10        aUAAUAAUAACAAUAg
SA5-11        aUAAUAAGAACAAUAg
SA5-14        aCAAUAAUAAUAAUAg
SA5-16        aGAAUAAGAAUAACAa
SA5-21             aAUAAGAACAAUAGGc

RB69-Con    aUAAUAAUAAUAAUAg

The 14 nucleotide randomized region plus one nucleotide from the 5' and 3' fixed regions

(lower case) were aligned.  Sequences have been divided into two distinct groups (UAA

containing and UAA + C sequences).  The (UAA)n repeat present in most RNAs emerges in

the RB69 "consensus".  UAA containing sequences were used to generate the sequence logo.

Tested UAA + C sequences do not bind to RB69 RegA.
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Table 2.7 Kdapp values for RB69 RegA on defined RNAs
Name RNA Sequence Kdapp

T4 44         gggAAUGAGGAAAUUAUGAUUAC 1.60  X 10-8

RB69 44         gggAAUGAGGAAAAUUACAUGAUUAC 1.22 X 10-7

RB69 regA -78 GCAUUGGAAUGGUAAAAAUGAUUGAAAUUAAAUUGAAGAACCCUGAAGAUUUUCUGAAA 1.65 X 10-7

UAA3
        gggAAAAUAAUAAUAAA 2.81 X 10-7

(UAA)4-3'AUG         gggAAUAAUAAUAAUAAUG 2.95 X10-7

(UAA)4-3'AAG         gggAAUAAUAAUAAUAAAG 3.37 X 10-7

(UAA)3-5'AUG         gggAUGAAUAAUAAUAAUA 3.50 X 10-7

RB69 62         gggAAAUAAUAUGAAA 4.37 X10-7

SA5-1   ...guagcgaAUAAUAAUAAUAAUGucauc... + + +

RB69-Con   ...guagcgaAAAUAAUAAUAAUAGucauc... + + +

T4-Con         gggAAAAUUGUUAUGUAA + +

(UAA)4-3'AUC         gggAAUAAUAAUAAUAAUC + +

UAA2
        gggAAAAAUAAUAAAAA + +

T4 44-C         gggAAUCAGGAAAUUAUCAUUAC --

SA5-7   ...guagcgaUAAUAAUUAUAAGAAucauc... --

SA5-3         gggAAACAAUAACAAUAAA --

SA5-10        gggUAAUAAUAACAAUA --
RB69 regA -28 gggCAUUGGAAUGGUAAAAAUGAUUGAA --

Apparent Kd values (Kdapp), defined as [RegA] necessary to produce 1/2 maximal shift, were

determined as described in Material and Methods.  Complete RNA sequences are shown,

except for SA5-1, SA5-7 and RB69-Con, which are 61 bases long, with additional bases

originating from the SLXN14 template.  For RNAs with no Kdapp value gel shifts are

indicated using the + notation, + + + indicating a greater percentage shift than + + > -- (no

shift).
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Table 2.8 Potential RB69 RegA binding sites in RB69 genome

a) Coordinate in RB69 genomic sequence (Karam, J. 2002 at http://www.tmc.tulane.edu/sif/t4genome.html).  b) DNA strand,

related to deposited sequence.  c) Sequence and surrounding nucleotides.  Underlined region indicates start codon for T4

hypothetical orf. 39.2  d) Location of identified sequence at start (S), middle (M), or end (E) of gene.

Coordinate
a

Strand
b

RNA Sequence (5' to 3')
c

Postion
d

Protein

6151 -            aaggaauaauaaugccguu S,E ComC-alpha & T4 orf 39.2

47424 -                 ucugauaauaauauccauc M Recombinant Endonuclease VII

72965 - aguuuaccauaauaauguc E Hypothetical T4 Protein orf e.8

80649 -         guauaaauaauaauacuau M Head Completion protein gp50

106784 +      auuauaaauaauaauguaa S Prohead Core Protein Protease Precursor gp21

109946 +              caaauauaauaauaucguc M Major Capsid protein gp23

111970 +              uauaaauaauaauaucaaa M Head vertex protein gp24

124320 +          uggcauauaauaauacagg M Tail Tube Assembly Protein gp29

147309 -                  gauuauaauaauaaaguuc M DNA helicase loader protein gp59

166614 -              gcagaauaauaauugggga E rIIB
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3' Fixed5' Fixed

N14

3' Fixed5' Fixed

N14

A.

B.

Figure 2.1 Sequence of SELEX N14 DNA pools.
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(UAA)43'AUG      (UAA)35'AUG  (UAA)43'AUC

-           +     -     +        -         +C.

  SA5-1                   SA5-3        RB69 Con             T4 Con

     RB69 44          T4 44           T4 44-C

RB69

RegA

RegA:    -       +         -          + -  +A.

    -       +         -         + -  +     -     +B.

Figure 2.2 Gel shift analysis of RB69 RegA binding to selected and variant
RNA.
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A.  T4 44

   -      18        37         74       184      554

[RegA] nM

   -      222         370         517          739

B.  RB69 62

[RegA] nM

E.  (UAA) 4-3'AUG

 -     18         37       74      184        554
[RegA] nM

-      74       184      296      554      739

[RegA] nM

D.  (UAA)3-5'AUG

   -       184        296         406        554

C.  (UAA)3

[RegA] nM

F.  Bjerrum Plot

RB69 regA-78
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Figure 2.3 Kdapp analysis of RB69 RegA-RNA interactions.
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Figure 2.4  Sequence logo.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1.  Sequence of SELEX N14 DNA pools.  Sequencing reactions on SLXN14 DNA at

the start of round one (A), and following round five (B).  The blue trace in panel A indicates

that C residues had a slightly higher prevalence than A (green), G (black), or T (red).   In

panel B, the absence of C residues and the prevalence of alternating A and T residues is

apparent.

Figure 2.  Gel shift analysis of RB69 RegA binding to selected and variant RNA.  (A) Purified

RB69 RegA protein used in the binding assays was run on 12.5% SDS-PAGE.   All other lanes

are RNAs in binding reactions with 1.5 µM of RB69 RegA protein, followed by

electrophoresis on 12% nondenaturing gels (see Materials and Methods).  RB69 44 and T4 44

RNAs are natural RegA binding sites; T4 44-C is the T4 44 RNA with the Gs of two internal

AUG triplets substituted with C.  (B)  SA5-1, SA5-3, and RB69-Con RNAs are selected full

length, 62 base RNAs containing the transcribed 5' and 3' fixed regions.  T4-Con. is a 18 base

RNA selected in previous experiments.  (C)  All other RNAs (modified versions of SA5-1) are

19 bases long and contain the 14 base random region, two bases from the 3' fixed region, and

three 5' Gs used in T7 transcription.

Figure 3.  Kdapp analysis of RB69 RegA-RNA interactions.  A-E)  The binding of RB69 RegA

to each RNA was evaluated in gel shift assays over a range of protein concentrations.  F)
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Bjerrum plots  (Carey, J. 1991) were produced and dissociation constants (Kdapp) calculated

as described in Materials and Methods.  RNA sequences are shown in Table 3.  RB69 62 RNA

is a near match to the (UAA)2AUG, and was identified in sequence searches of RB69

GenBank entries.

Figure 4.  Sequence logo generated using the 11 UAA containing sequences (see Figure 3).  The

logo contains 14 bases from the randomized region and one base from the 5' fixed region

(position -7 in the logo).  Rseq = 21.27; (see Schneider et al., 1986).
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Chapter 3

Optimization of SELEX Using Bead Immobilized Bacteriophage R17
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 Introduction

Diseases caused by waterborne microbial pathogens are increasing at a high rate and

their significance can, at best, only be estimated (1).  Waterborne transmission is common for

viral, bacterial, and protozoal pathogens associated with drinking water (1).  Public health

requires that there be adequate indicators of fecal pollution.  Fecal contamination has

commonly been monitored by screening for the presence of Escherichia coli .  E. coli is found

in all mammal faeces, at concentrations up to 109 (2).  Comparison with other fecal indicators

shows that E. coli is a far superior organism for the detection of fecal contamination (2).

In addition to E. coli, fecal contamination of surface and ground water has also been

indicated by the presence coliphages.  Some of these coliphages are E. coli F+ specific, and

have RNA genomes (3).  Examples of F+ RNA coliphages include R17, Qβ, and MS2.  These

bacteriophage have been isolated from human feces, animal feces, and sewage and are

serologically placed into four groups (I-IV) (3). It has been noted that group I only occurs in

animal feces (e.g. cows and pigs) (3).

There continues to be increasing demand for quantitative detection methods for fecal

contamination, with increased sensitivity and faster turn-around time.  Molecular detection

methods have the ability to meet each of these requirements.  A successful method for the

detection of viral particles in water samples has been reverse transcription-polymerase chain

reaction (RT-PCR).  Human caliciviruses cause waterborne outbreaks of gastroenteritis.  RT-

PCR was used to detect the presence and titre of calcivirus in water samples (4).  The results
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showed that the limits of detection for calcivirus using RT-PCR were 0.75 to 1.5 plaque

forming units (PFU) in 40 liters of water (4).  Clearly molecular methods have merit as highly

sensitive detection devices.

Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential enrichment (SELEX), also called in

vitro selection, is a procedure which uses "molecular diversity" to evolve nucleic acid

molecules (RNA or ssDNA) with unique binding or catalytic capabilities.  The SELEX

procedure has been applied to numerous targets ranging from small molecules (ATP) (5), to

proteins (pepocin) (6), to viral particles (Rous sarcoma virus) (7).

The Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) is an enveloped avian retrovirus displaying

glycoproteins on the particle surface (7).  SELEX was used to show that, lacking knowledge of

the structures of the viral proteins, antiviral RNAs can be isolated in a systematic manner

from a large pool of random sequences (7).  The experiments confirmed that following 12

rounds of SELEX, the RNA pool was enriched for binding molecules, with a pool Kd of 3 µg

of viral protein per ml (7).  In addition, some of the selected sequences showed virus

neutralizing capabilities (7).

Bacteriophage R17 and Qβ  are classified group I coliphages.  The virions are spherical,

exhibit icosahedral symmetry (T=3), and have a diameter of 26 nm (8).  The virions contain

one molecule of positive sense RNA ~3,466 nucleotides long (8).  The RNA comprises

approximately 30% of the total molecular weight of the viral particle (4.2 X 106 Mr) (8).  The

capsids are composed of 180 units of the coat protein, arranged in 60 identical triangular units
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and exhibit icosahedral symmetry (T=3).  The capsids also contain a single copy of the A

protein which is required for maturation of the virion, and for pilus attachment (8).

Bacteriophage R17 infects E. coli that are found in the intestinal tract of swine, while

bacteriophage Qβ  infects E. coli found primarily in the intestinal tract of humans (3).  R17

and Qβ  coat protein sequences show 41% similarity (16) (Figure 3.1).  The three dimensional

structures of the coat proteins of both R17 and Qβ  are very similar and can be superimposed

upon each other (Figure 3.1).  An  environmental diagnostic capable of screening for R17, at

the same time not recognizing Qβ , would be a useful indicator of swine fecal contamination of

surface waters.

SELEX experiments were carried-out using bacteriophage R17 as the primary target

and pools of RNA randomized at either 40 positions or at 25 positions.  Experimentation

followed standard selection protocols (9,10,11), with useful insights into  the efficacy of

different partitioning methods becoming a major outcome of the experiments.
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Figure 3.1  Alignment and comparison of R17 and Qβ coat proteins.  The top panel shows the

alignment of the two proteins highlighting the similar and identical amino acids (16).  The lower
panel shows the secondary structures of each protein superimposed upon one another using
RasMol (15).  The domains clearly fold into similar structures making a selection an excellent
method for distinguishing between the two bacteriophage.

R17-Blue
Qββ -Yellow

10 20 30 40 50 60 70
....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|

R17 ASNFTQFVLVNDG--GTGNVTVAP--SNFANGVAEWISSNSR-SQAYKVTCSVRQSSAQNRK-YTIKVEV
QB -AKLETVTLGNIGKDGKQTLVLNPRGVNPTNGVASLSQAGAVPALEKRVTVSVSQP-SRNRKNYKVQVKI

80 90 100 110 120 130
....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|

R17 PKVATQTVGGVELPVAAWRSYLNMELTIPIFATNSDCELIVKAMQGLLKDGNPIPSAIAANSGIY
QB QNPTACTANGSCDPSVTRQAYADVTFSFTQYSTDEERAFVRTELAALLASP-LLIDAIDQLNPAY
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Materials and Methods

Strains and Media.  E. coli XL1Blue (EM86) (recA1, lac-, endA1, gyrA96, thi, hsdR17,

supE44, relA1/F' proAB, lacIQ, LacZ∆M15, Tn10) was obtained from Strategene (La Jolla,

CA).  Procedures for growth of bacteria in LB media have been described (12).

Bacteriophage R17 and Qβ  were obtained from the laboratory at a titre of 1012 plaque forming

units (PFU) per milliliter.  Ribomax T7 in vitro transcription system, Taq DNA polymerase,

and AMV reverse transcriptase were obtained from Promega Corp. and used per the

manufacturers recommendations.

Growth and purification of bacteriophage R17 and Qββ .  One liter of LB media was

inoculated with a fresh overnight culture of E. coli XL1Blue and grown to mid-log phase (108

cells or approximately 40 Klett units) at 37° Celsius.  At mid-log phase the cells were

inoculated with bacteriophage R17 or Qβ  at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 1.0 either

from phage lysate or from an individual plaque.  Cells were then grown overnight at 37° C to

allow for maximal phage infection.  The cleared lysate was then treated with 1 ml of

chloroform for 15 minutes to release any bacteriophage still within the cells.  The chloroform

was then removed and the lysate was spun down at 4,300 X g for 15 minutes. The lysate was

then removed from the pellet and stored at 4° C.  The lysate was then precipitated by adding

NaCl to a concentration of 0.5 M followed by the addition of (polyethelene glycol) PEG 8000

to 10% by volume with stirring at 4° C overnight.  Following the overnight precipitation the
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lysate was centrifuged at 4,000 X g for 30 minutes, the supernatant  poured off, and the pellet

resuspended in 5 ml LB medium.  This concentrated phage suspension was then layered over

a sucrose step gradient consisting of a bottom layer that was 52.5% and a top layer that was

12.5% sucrose.  The samples were then spun at 100,000 X g for 40 minutes.  Following

centrifugation top lighting showed a "bluish" phage band present at the gradient interface.

This band was then removed using a 20 gauge needle and syringe.  The phage sample was then

placed in dialysis tubing with a molecular weight cutoff of 12,000 Da and dialyzed overnight

into phage binding buffer (150 mM PBS containing 2.5 mM KCl, 8 mM Na2HPO4, 1 mM

K2HPO4, 150 mM NaCl, and 2.5 mM MgCl2).  Following dialysis the phage samples were

removed, titred, and stored at 4° C.  Standard methods were used to determine the titre of the

lysate on an overlay lawn of XL1-Blue (F+).

Template construction.  Two DNA libraries were constructed, with variable regions

consisting of 25 or 40 nucleotides in length, using PCR with a 5' T7 fixed primer and a 3'

fixed primer that annealed to the template as shown in Figure 3.2.

T7 fixed Primer                   T7 promoter

5’-CCGAAGCTTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGTCAAAGCCGTAGCGA 3’
CCCTCAGTTTCGGCATCGCT   N40  CCAGTAGACGCGTCACCTAGGACCTAG 5’                                             
SLXN40                                                                                CGTCACCTAGGACCTAG 5’

                                                                                                                        3’ Fixed Primer
dsDNA 112 bp

mRNA 87 bases      5’ GGGAGUCAAAGCCGUAGCGA  N40 GGUCAUCUGCGCAGUGGAUCCUGGAUC3’

(T7 Transcript)

Figure 3.2  N40 template design.  The T7 fixed primer contains T7 promoter region and an
annealing site to the N40 oligo.  The 3' fixed primer anneals to the 3' region of the oligo.  The
oligo contains a 40 base random region lending diversity to the pool.  Following PCR the
dsDNA is transcribed into an 87 base random pool of RNA
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The random regions were created during synthesis of the ssDNA oligonucleotide by mixing

the phosphoramidite A, T, G, and C reagent amounts to allow equal probability of each

nucleotide for each position.  The pool diversity is a function of the random region with 4n (n

= number of variable positions) equaling the number of potential sequences. The initial PCR

reactions were carried out and optimized following standard protocols (13) (see Table 3.1) in

1X Taq buffer (10mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0 at 25°C), 50mM KCl, and 0.1% Triton X-100).  PCR

was performed for 7 cycles at 93° C for 30 sec.; 55 ° C for 30 sec.; 72°  C for 1 min. to

generate the initial dsDNA pool.  The PCR products were separated on a 8% non-denaturing

polyacrylamide gel and visualized by ethidium bromide staining and UV illumination.  The

PCR products were gel purified for all selections and eluted into dH2O and ethanol

precipitated.

Generation of large pool of random RNA.  The 5' fixed region of the dsDNA contains the

recognition sequence used by T7 RNA polymerase.  The pool of RNA was generated using the

Ribomax T7 in vitro transcription kit (Promega Corp.) (see Table 3. 1 ).   Each 25 µl reaction

contained 10% of the previous PCR reaction in 80mM Hepes-KOH, pH 7.5, 24mM MgCl2,

40mM DTT.  The T7 enzyme mix provided in the kit consists of T7 RNA polymerase, RNasin

ribonuclease inhibitor, and yeast inorganic pyrophosphatase.  Reactions were incubated at

37°C for 2 hours. To remove any residual "contaminating" dsDNA, from the reaction the tube

was heated to 93°C for 2 minutes, followed by the addition of  3 µl ribonuclease free-DNase

(1 unit/µl).  After mixing, the tube was placed at 37°C and allowed to slow cool for 30
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minutes.  The resulting transcripts were analyzed on an 8% denaturing polyacrylamide

polyacrylamide gel (12) and quantified spectrophotometrically (1A260 = 40 µg/ml;

Concentration = A260 X Factor) .
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a.  PCR Reaction Conditions:

Initial Conc. Volume Final Conc.
10X dNTP 5mM 5µl 0.5mM
10X Taq Buffer 10X 5µl 1X
3' Fixed Primer 50mM 6µl 300pmoles
T7 Fixed Primer 50mM 6µl 300pmoles
Template 15mM 3µl 15pmoles
MgCl 25mM 15µl 7.5mM
dH2O ---- 9.7µl ----
Taq Pol. 5U/µl 0.3µl 1.5U

Total: 50µl

b.  Transcription Reaction Conditions:

Initial Conc. Volume Final Conc.
T7 5X Buffer 5X 5µl 1X
rNTP's 25mM 7.5µl 7.5mM
linear DNA ≈4mM 5µl ≈20pmoles
RF-dH2O  ---- 5µl ----
Enzyme Mix  2.5µl

Total: 25µl

c.   Reverse Transcription Conditions:
Initial Conc. Volume Final Conc.

5X AMV Buffer 5X 4µl 1X
AMV RT 8U/µl 0.5µl 4U
3' Fixed Primer 50mM 1µl 50pmoles
dNTP's 5mM 2µl 0.5mM
Template 1µl
RF-dH2O ---- 12.5µl ----

Total: 20µl

Table 3.1  Optimized reaction conditions.  Panels a, b, and c show the optimized
conditions (initial/final concentrations and volumes) used in the SELEX experiments
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Removal of unincorporated ribonucleotides was accomplished by gel purification (12) or

through size exclusion chromatography using MicroSpin G-25 spin columns (Amersham

Pharmacia Biotech Inc.) following recommended protocols

Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR).  During each round of

SELEX target-bound RNAs were subjected to RT-PCR to generate dsDNA for the next round

of selection.  Reverse transcription was performed in reaction buffer consisting of 250 mM

Tris-HCl (pH 8.3 @ 25° C), 250 mM KCl, 50 mM MgCl2, 2.5 mM spermidine, and 50 mM

DTT.  Optimized conditions are given in Table 3.1.  Total reaction volume was 20 µl and was

incubated at 42° C for 45 minutes.  Following reverse transcription, 10 µl of the reaction (1/2)

was transferred to the PCR.  PCR was performed exactly as previously described with number

of cycles variable depending on the selection conditions (Table 3.1).

Bacteriophage R17:streptavidin bead preparation.  Bacteriophage R17 was initially

biotinylated using EZ-Link photoactivatable biotin (Pierce Corp.) following the manufacturers

protocol.  1011 PFU (90 µl) phage was incubated with 100 µl phage binding buffer and 10 µl

photoactivatable biotin (100 µg/ml) in a darkroom.  The reaction mixture was then exposed to

full spectrum light (General Electric plant light) for 5 minutes on ice (distance 20 cm), cooled

for 5 minutes and re-exposed for an additional 5 minutes.  Following exposure, uncross-linked

biotin was removed by size exclusion chromatography using MicroSpin G-25 spin columns

(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech Inc.) following recommended protocols.  The extent of

biotinylation was assayed using a modified western blotting protocol (Figure 3.4).
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Biotinylated phage particles were then incubated in 100 µl pre-equilibrated ImmunoPure

Immobilized streptavidin agarose (Pierce Corp.) for 1 hour at room temperature. The column

was washed 3 times in 1ml phage binding buffer to remove unbound phage particles.  The

extent of column binding was assayed by titre test and SDS-PAGE to observe the presence of

R17 coat protein on the column.

In vitro selection with bacteriophage R17.  The SELEX scheme used in the R17

experiments followed standard format and is summarized in (Figure 1.1).  Table 3.2

(discussed in results) outlines the details and progress of the SELEX experiments using both

nitrocellulose and immobilized streptavidin:biotinylated phage as different partitioning

methods.  Briefly, following transcription the random pool of RNA was incubated (in solution

B

S

AP

Sub
.

Figure 3.3  Biotinylated phage was bound to nitrocellulose membranes.  The nitrocellulose was then
blocked with milk (1 g/100 ml) for 30 minutes at room temperature.  Nitrocellulose was then
washed and incubated with a 1:10,000 dilution of streptavidin-alkaline phosphatase conjugate (Bio-
Rad Corp.) at room temperature for 1 hour.  Membrane was then washed with phage binding buffer.
Membrane was then incubated in alkaline phosphatase conjugate substrate kit (Bio-Rad Corp.) for
30 minutes at room temperature or until color development was complete.
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or with beads) with bacteriophage R17 in phage binding buffer (2.5 mM KCl, 8 mM

Na2HPO4, 1 mM K2HPO4, 150 mM NaCl, and 2.5 mM MgCl2) for 30 minutes at room

temperature.  Bound RNA molecules were then partitioned from unbound molecules either

via nitrocellulose filtration or bead centrifugation.  Bound RNA was removed from the phage

by boiling in elution buffer (7 M urea, 3 mM EDTA, and 100mM sodium citrate) for 5

minutes followed by phenol:chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation.  Concentrated

RNA was then subjected to RT-PCR (previously described) and readied for the following

round of selection.  The stringency of selection was controlled by varying the concentration of

bacteriophage R17 in the binding reaction, lowering the amount of R17 to increase the

stringency.

RNA binding assay. The extent of RNA binding was determined using nitrocellulose

binding assays or column assays.  RNA was transcribed from dsDNA made using a random

sequence oligo template, 5' primer, and a 3' primer.  PCR conditions to create dsDNA for

transcription were identical to those used in SELEX (see above).  RNA was labeled with

[α32P-UTP] via a T7 in vitro RNA transcription system (Ribomax, Promega Corp).  Each 25 µl

reaction contained 10% of the PCR, 80 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5, 24 mM MgCl2, 2 mM

spermidine, 40 mM DTT, 2.5 mM each rATP, rGTP, and rCTP, 1 mM  rUTP, 50 µCi [α32P-

UTP], and T7 enzyme mix (T7 RNA polymerase, RNase inhibitor and yeast inorganic

pyrophosphatase). Reactions were incubated at 37°C for 2 hr.  Entire transcription reactions

were run on 8% denaturing PAGE, appropriate size bands were excised, and RNA extracted
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overnight into ribonuclease-free water.  Following ethanol precipitation, purified RNA was

suspended in 15 µl ribonuclease free water.   RNA (1.5 µl) was mixed into 188 µl of RNA

binding buffer (150 mM PBS), heated to 70°C for 3 min and then cooled to room

temperature over 10 min.  Single-point assays used 10 nM purified R17 bacteriophage

incubated with 115 nM of α32P-UTP-labeled RNA for 20 min at room temperature.
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Results

Purification of bacteriophage R17.  One important aspect of a successful selection

experiment is the purity of the target.  Spurious proteins or molecules can cause unwanted

parallel selections making it difficult to identify target specific aptamers.  In a common

bacteriophage lysate there is contamination in the form of cellular debris and growth media

components.  Increase in purity must be attained to use bacteriophage particles as a SELEX

  Lysate           PEG ppt             Sucrose             Dialysis
 Step
 Gradient

17 kDa
Coat Protein

R17 Qββ

Figure 3.5  SDS-PAGE of purified phage.  12% polyacrylamide gel showing prominent phage
coat protein band.  25 µl (2.5 X 1011 PFU/ml) loaded in lanes 1 and 3; 20 µl (2 X 1011

PFU/ml) loaded in lanes 2 and 4.  Note the relative absence of spurious proteins in the
purified lysate.

1 2 3 4
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target.  Subjecting the "crude" bacteriophage lysate to PEG precipitation, ultracentrifugation,

and dialysis was done to help remove contaminants.  Titre testing followed purification to

quantify the number of viable phage particles present (plaque forming units or PFU/ml).

Serial dilutions allowed countable plaques at the 10-9 dilution for both R17 and Qβ.  Plating

100 µl of the 10-9 dilution resulted in 117 R17 plaques or 1.17 X 1012 infectious phage particles

per milliliter pure lysate, while Qβ  resulted in 141 plaques at the 10-9 dilution or 1.41 X 1012

PFU/ml.  The purity of the lysate was assayed via SDS-PAGE, assaying for the presence of

phage coat protein.  12% SDS-PAGE gels showed the presence of the coat protein at

approximately 14kDa with few other proteins present (Figure 3.5).

Optimization of the polymerase chain reaction.   Optimization of  PCR was completed

to generate a "clean" single product band with as little incorrect sized DNA possible.

Conditions initially chosen  (see materials and methods) resulted in the formation of product,

however, the number of cycles of PCR greatly affected the outcome of the reaction.  Seven

cycles of PCR (Figure 3.6 a) generated a suitable product of the appropriate size (112 bp for

N40 and 94 bp for N25).  PCR reactions with cycles greater than 7 consistently generated

spurious products that were larger than that desired.  PCR reactions in SELEX have a large

quantity of initial template to amplify (15 pmoles).  Combined with the large random region it

is quite possible that more PCR cycles allow for primer miss-annealing into the random

region, or even template fixed regions annealing to the random region of other oligos in the
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reaction.  This would explain the larger product bands present when reactions were cycled

more than 7 times.

Optimization of in vitro transcription.  Generation of large quantities of relatively pure

RNA initially relied on the input of "clean" PCR product as template, and is an important

factor in the success of a selection experiment.  The RNA in a selection should be of uniform

length.  Competition for binding sites by short terminated transcription products coupled with

possible negative interactions between nucleic acid molecules could prevent the generation of

high-affinity aptamers.  Therefore it is important to generate pure RNA in the transcription

reaction.  Figure 3.6b shows an example of an N40 transcription reaction.  The Ribomax T7 in

vitro transcription kit (Promega Corp.) generated large quantities of RNA, with reactions

generally producing between 500 ng/µl to 1.0 µg/µl.  Reaction times that proceeded longer

than 2 hours failed to produce appreciably more product RNA.

a)

b)

Figure 3.6  PCR and in vitro transcription optimization  a) Optimization of N40 PCR.  8%

nondenaturing gel showing generation of 112 bp product with limited background banding.
Above reactions were pooled and used in first round of nitrocellulose selection.  b) in vitro

transcription product from optimized N40 PCR.  Note large amount of RNA produced (1/25 of
transcription reaction run on 8% denaturing polyacrylamide gel.
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R17 SELEX utilizing nitrocellulose partitioning.  Initial selection experiments utilized

nitrocellulose membranes (HAWP01300 Millipore Inc.) as the method of partitioning phage-

bound RNAs from RNA molecules that did not bind phage.  Table 3.2 details the progress of

the selection from round to round.

Filter Binding Assay

Round Pool RNA RNA Phage R17 Phage Phage R17 RNA:R17 Volume Filtration PCR R17 Filter

(M) ug (M) ug (PFU) Ratio (Pre-Post) Binding Binding

0 5.50% 4.10%

1 870nM 5 10nM 5 1.00E+10 87:1 200ul  1\0 11

2 870nM 5 10nM 5 1.00E+10 87:1 200ul  1\0 11

3 870nM 5 2nM 1 2.00E+09 435:1 200ul  1\0 11

4 870nM 5 2nM 1 2.00E+09 435:1 200ul  1\0 11 5.70% 5.50%

5 870nM 5 10nM 5 1.00E+10 87:1 200ul  3\2 22 32.0% 18.0%

6 870nM 5 10nM 5 1.00E+10 87:1 200ul  3\2 15 34.0% 34.0%

Prior to the first round of selection "Round 0" the first pool of RNA was assayed (see

materials and methods) to determine the extent of phage R17 binding, as well as nitrocellulose

background binding.  Nitrocellulose is very good at binding protein (phage coat protein) and

should have low affinity for RNA (11).  The initial assay utilized 115 nM [32P-UTP] labeled

RNA transcripts incubated with 10 nM bacteriophage R17.  This single point assay was used

throughout the experiment to monitor the progress of the selection.   Surprisingly, our

membrane assay showed 4% background binding.  Such a high initial level of background

binding could quickly bias the RNA pool for those that bind nitrocellulose.  Therefore, it was

necessary to use an aggressive series of negative selections.

Table 3.2  Selection of RNAs that bind to Phage R17 using N40 Nitrocellulose Partitioning
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           The first four rounds of SELEX were carried out with a single pre-nitrocellulose

filtration to remove membrane binding RNAs.  Prior to incubation with phage R17, RNA was

passed through a pre-wetted nitrocellulose membrane and the flow-through collected for later

incubation with the phage.  The flow-through RNA should contain fewer molecules that have

affinity for nitrocellulose.

Following SELEX round 4, a nitrocellulose binding assay was performed to monitor

the progress of the experiment.  The results showed (Table 3.2) that there was no appreciable

increase in the amount of RNA that bound to phage compared to round 0.  Nitrocellulose

background binding continued to be substantial, increasing to 5.5%.  Clearly, a single pre-

selection negative filtration to remove membrane binding RNAs was not sufficient.  In

subsequent rounds, additional negative selection was used to remove nitrocellulose binding

RNA molecules.  To increase the pressure to remove membrane- binding RNAs in rounds 5

and 6, three sequential pre-selection passes were made through nitrocellulose.  Following

these negative selections the round 5 RNA was then incubated with phage R17 and

partitioned.  The recovered RNA was then subjected to 2 additional negative selections to

remove any remaining RNAs with affinity for nitrocellulose. RT-PCR results showed an

increase in the number of cycles needed to generate dsDNA increasing from 11 cycles to 22

cycles, consistent with a lower yield of RNA molecules. Following RT-PCR, RNA binding

assay results were promising, showing 32% binding to phage with an 18% background binding

to nitrocellulose.  The difference between the phage and membrane alone was attributed to
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RNAs that bound specifically to bacteriophage R17.  The increase in background binding was

large, indicating that the pool of RNA still contained a large percentage of molecules with

high affinity for nitrocellulose.  Nevertheless, RNA binding to Bacteriophage at 32% was

sufficiently high enough for increased reduction in background binding to be the main goal in

round 6.

Round 6 was carried out exactly like round 5, utilizing a 3/2 pre/post negative

selection scheme.   The ratio of RNA:R17 was also kept constant to monitor the progress

from round 5.  RT-PCR was conducted and a reduction to only 15 cycles of PCR was needed

to produce the desired dsDNA product.  Nitrocellulose binding assay results showed that R17

binding had increased to 34%, however, background binding had also increased to 34%.  This

result indicated that some characteristic of the RNA pool enabled it to continue to bind to

nitrocellulose even under heavy pressure to reduce nitrocellulose binding affinity.

The above results are indicative of numerous attempts to isolate phage-binding RNAs

using nitrocellulose partitioning.  Different pools of RNA were generated with varying length

random regions (N40, N30, N14).  Each pool of RNA produced similar results.  Initial

nitrocellulose binding was never below 3%.  Intact bacteriophage R17 particles do not

normally bind RNA.  This characteristic makes it a difficult target in a SELEX experiment.

High background binding to nitrocellulose apparently made it too difficult to effectively isolate

the rare phage-binding RNA molecules.  A different approach, one which keeps background
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binding levels sufficiently low, was needed to successfully select for the rare phage-binding

RNA.

Phage biotinylation and streptavidin column binding.  The first step in generating a

partitioning method that significantly reduces background binding was the biotinylation of the

phage particles, without loosing phage viability. Previous work with adenovirus showed the

ability of the virion to be photobiotinylated efficiently without loss of infectivity (14).  EZ-

Link photoactivatable biotin (Pierce Corp.) was chosen as the reagent for biotinylation due to

the nonspecific nature (replacing C-H or C-C bonds), high reactivity, and ability of cross link

under physiological conditions.  This enabled completely random cross linking to each phage

particle.

Cross-linking was initiated by placing the phage lysate with the photoactivatable biotin

and irradiating with light between 340-360 nm.  Numerous light sources were attempted

including a UVGL-25 mineral light (366 nm) (UVP Corp.)  and a TM-20 transilluminator

(340 nm) (UVP Corp.).  Following irradiation with each of these light sources, phage assays

showed a significant loss in the amount of viable phage.  This loss of phage viability is most

likely due to the destructive nature of UV irradiation, causing mutations in nucleic acids,

thereby rendering the RNA genomes of the bacteriophage inactive (17).  To alleviate the loss

of viable phage a "full spectrum" plant light (General Electric Corp.) was used in cross-linking

trials.  Following irradiation with the plant light, plaque assays showed no loss in infectious

phage (1012 PFU/ml).
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Following successful cross-linking, unbound photobiotin was removed by size

exclusion column filtration.  Microspin G25 columns (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech Inc.)

were used to remove unreacted photobiotin.  Qualitatively, the success of the filtration was

monitored colorimetrically.  The photobiotin is red, and following filtration, removal of

unbound photobiotin caused the flow-through to loose the red coloration.  Plaque assays

showed that there was no loss in titre (1012 PFU/ml) following removal of unbound

photobiotin.

The success of the cross-linking reaction was assayed using a modified western

protocol (see materials and methods).  The results of the assay (Figure 3.7) showed that there

was extensive biotin cross-linking.  Additionally, the assay also showed that the biotin was still

capable of binding to streptavidin, indicating that the phage should be capable of binding to

the streptavidin matrix.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1.  No protein control
2.  1010 Non-biotinylated phage
3.  3 X 1011 Non-biotinylated phage
4.  6 X 1011 Non-biotinylated phage
5. 1010 Biotinylated phage
6. 3 X 1011 Biotinylated phage
7. 6 X 1011 Biotinylated phage

Results clearly show no interaction between non-
biotinylated phage and the streptavidin alkaline
phosphatase conjugate.  When phage is
biotinylated there is a colorimetric change
indicating biotinylation.

Figure 3.7  Modified western blot showing extent of photobiotin-cross linking  and the ability
to bind to streptavidin.
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Bacteriophage:streptavidin bead preparation was initiated by incubating approximately

1011 biotinylated phage with 100 µl prewashed streptavidin beads.  The loading capacity for the

beaded agarose is approximately 1-3 mg biotinylated BSA per ml of slurry, ensuring sufficient

capacity to bind the biotinylated bacteriophage.  Following incubation for 1 hour, the slurry

was washed to remove all un-bound phage particles.  To determine the extent of binding, two

tests were performed.  First, plaque assays of the washes showed a reduction from 1011

PFU/ml to 1010 PFU/ml.  Roughly 9 X 1010 PFU were bound to the beads.

To visualize the phage coat protein on the beads SDS-PAGE was performed

1 2 3

14,400 kb

Lane 1  shows 5 X 1010 PFU from
purified lysate.  Lane 2  shows the
final wash of the column (no
protein present).  Lane 3  shows
presence of coat protein at levels
comparable to pure lysate (5 µl
[5%] of agarose slurry run on
gel).  Arrow indicates coat protein.

Figure 3.8  SDS-PAGE showing presence of R17 coat protein on the streptavidin matrix.

(Figure 3.8).  The results confirmed the outcome of the plaque assay.  Phage particles were on

the beads at approximately 1010 PFU/ml.  A second important result of the gel showed that
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there were no phage removed from the beads during the final wash.  Taken together, the

plaque assay and SDS-PAGE indicated that bacteriophage R17 was on the beads at a titre of

approximately 1010 PFU/ml, an amount of phage sufficient for SELEX experimentation.

R17 SELEX utilizing streptavidin agarose column partitioning.  A second SELEX

experiment was carried-out using bead immobilized bacteriophage R17 as the target.  Table

3.2 highlights the progress of the experiment.  Selection was carried out using a pool of RNA

randomized at 25 positions.  An N25 pool was chosen because there are a possible 425 or 1015

different molecules present in the pool.  Using 5 µg of RNA (1014 molecules) in each round of

selection covers most of the sequence diversity present in the pool.  If different sequences fold

into similar structural motifs it is probable that there is complete coverage of all possible RNA

secondary structures in the initial N25 RNA pool used.

Initial binding assays showed that while there was no inherent pool affinity for

bacteriophage R17, there was also no affinity for the streptavidin bead matrix.  Initial rounds

of selection had a 10,000:1 ratio of RNA:phage.  This ratio should enable any RNA molecule

with affinity for R17 the ability to bind.  Following rounds 4 and 7 binding assays were

performed to assess the progress of the selection.

Assays were performed in duplicate using two methods of binding.  In the first method

R17 was incubated with 32P labeled RNA in solution and then passed through nitrocellulose

membranes.  Results were obtained using a Storm 840 (Molecular Dynamics Inc.) and

densities measured using Imagequant software (Molecular Dynamics Inc., Sunnyvale, CA).
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Bead Binding Assay

Round Pool RNA RNA Phage R17 RNA:R17 Volume Neg. PCR R17 Column

molecules ug (PFU) Ratio Selection Binding Binding

0 ~1% ~1%

1 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+09 10,777:1 200ul  Yes 25

2 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+09 10,777:1 200ul  Yes 25

3 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+09 10,777:1 200ul  No 25

4 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+09 10,777:1 200ul  No 23 ~1% ~1%

5 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+09 10,777:1 200ul  No 20

6 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+08 107,777:1 200ul  No 18

7 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+08 107,777:1 200ul Yes 15 ~1% 1.5%

8 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+08 107,777:1 20ul No 18 *****
9 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+08 107,777:1 200ul No 25 1% 1%

10 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+09 10,777:1 200ul  No 20
11 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+09 10,777:1 200ul  No 18

12 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+09 10,777:1 200ul  No 18

13 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+09 10,777:1 200ul  No 15

14 9.7E+13 5 9.00E+09 10,777:1 200ul  No 18 ~1% ~1%

The second assay method resembled a round of selection. 32P- labeled RNA was incubated

with bead immobilized R17 and radioactive counts taken using a liquid scintillation counter

(LS-6500) (Beckman Corp.) and percent binding calculated.

Results from each method showed similar results.  After rounds 4 and 7 there was

little background binding present.  However, when R17 was present there was no appreciable

binding over background, indicating that the pool still had no affinity for bacteriophage R17.

An attempt was made to "jump start" the selection in round 8 by utilizing a different

partitioning method.

Table 3.3   Selection of RNAs that bind to Phage R17 using bead partitioning.    Data resulting from R17
bead meethod.  Initial background binding was below 1% indicating a low affinity for the bead matrix.
Binding assays following rounds 4, 7, 9, and 14 all show similar low background affinity.  While there was
no increase in the affinity of the pool for bacteriophage R17, the biotinylation and bead immobilization could
prove useful, keeping background binding sufficiently low to allow for selection of nucleic acid binding
molecules to difficult targets.  Note:  **** indicates partitioning via gel-shift mobility, excision of the shifted
band, and amplification of RNAs from gel slice.
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A gel-shift mobility procedure was used to partition bound RNAs from unbound

molecules. 32P-labeled RNA was incubated with phage R17 in solution and then run on a 6%

non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel containing 0.5X TBE.  The appropriate band was excised

and the RNA subjected to RT-PCR to start the following round of selection.  A single round

of selection was performed on bead-immobilized phage following the gel-shift and the pool

assayed for the ability to bind R17.  Once again, the pool showed no affinity for the column

matrix, and still no affinity for R17.  While the agarose column method works to reduce

background levels, in the case of R17 (following 9 rounds) the target does not seem amenable

to rapid selection experimentation.

The low amount of background binding present after 9 rounds of bead selection

indicated that bacteriophage R17 was not amenable to rapid selection results.  The low

background, however, indicated that R17 SELEX had the potential to be successful because

low background levels should allow for the amplification of specific R17 binding molecules,

with vigorous rounds of selection.  Five additional rounds of selection were carried out using

bead-immobilized bacteriophage R17.  The conditions were kept constant during each of these

subsequent rounds (Table 3.2).  Following 14 rounds of selection, once again, there was very

little background binding present, even in the absence of additional negative selections.

However, there was still a complete lack of R17 dependent binding.  This result suggested that

bacteriophage R17 is not tractable to positive selection results.
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Discussion

Targets utilized in SELEX experimentation, that are not nucleic acid binding in nature,

can prove difficult when attempting to generate RNA or ssDNA aptamers.  One issue that

frequently leads to difficulty is the high incidence of background binding that can occur when

utilizing nitrocellulose as the method of partitioning.  In vitro selection experimentation was

undertaken in an attempt to generate nucleic acid aptamers against bacteriophage R17.  Fast,

reliable, and cost effective field diagnostic capabilities are becoming increasingly important as

the quality of surface and ground waters declines due to fecal contamination.  Bacteriophage

R17 is a suitable target for screening for fecal contamination in surface waters.  R17 infects E.

coli found in the intestinal tract of swine, hence, the presence of R17 in surface or ground

waters indicates the presence of E. coli and fecal contamination.

Initial bacteriophage purification methods needed optimization and improvement to

generate a phage lysate with no contaminating components.  For successful selection, the

target need to be as pure as possible to avoid selecting aptamers against a spurious

component.  The purification procedure generated a lysate that was highly uniform from batch

to batch, as well as sufficiently pure.  Of the minimal protein bands present (non-capsid) in

the final lysate one is most likely the phage A protein.

Initial SELEX experimentation utilized nitrocellulose as the method of separating

target binding RNAs from non-binding molecules.  RNA has a low affinity for nitrocellulose,

however, with SELEX targets that are not amenable to the procedure small increases in
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background binding level can take over the nucleic acid pool.  In the experiments performed

using nitrocellulose, background binding grew rapidly making the detection of phage binding

RNAs virtually impossible.  In such a case it was decided to devise a different method of

partitioning designed to keep background binding minimal, allowing for the selection of target

binding molecules.

Utilizing photoactivatable biotin (Pierce Corp.) proved to be a simple procedure to

cross-link a biotin moiety to a protein target without loss of function (R17 lost no ability to

infect E. coli).  Because of the random nature of the cross-linking, there is no specific amino

acid or side chain targeted.  There are no potential nucleic acid binding sites that are blocked

on every molecule making this a good method for a SELEX experiment.  These characteristics

make cross-linking a protein target to biotin acceptable for successful selection.

Due to the strong nature of the biotin:streptavidin bond, appending the phage to an

agarose matrix is easily accomplished with high efficiency.  The very nature of the

agarose:streptavidin column matrix is one of very low affinity for RNA.  The low affinity for

the matrix keeps the background binding low and allows for the selective amplification of

target binding nucleic acid molecules only.  Only minimal negative selection need be

incorporated into a selection to keep background binding levels optimum.

Following 14 rounds of selection against column bound R17 there was no enrichment

for phage binding RNAs.  It is highly possible that bacteriophage R17 is a target that is

unsuitable for SELEX experimentation.
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Conclusions

As described earlier, a wide range of proteins have been successful targets for selection

experiments.  These targets show no common functional theme or structure.  There are 3

classes that successful SELEX experiments fall under.  The first class of proteins that enable

successful SELEX experimentation are proteins that normally bind nucleic acids as their

biological functional role.  Proteins that normally bind nucleic acids have a higher probability

to extract specific sequences from a random pool of RNA or ssDNA.  This class of proteins

can be expanded to include proteins that bind to nucleotides.

The second class of proteins that allow for successful selection results are those

proteins that contain basic patches in their primary sequences or on their surfaces.  Many

cytokines or other signal transduction proteins bind heparin and can be used to select

aptamers that bind the same sites as heparin (18).  Also, proteins that bind to phosphate or

phosphodiester bonds have proven to be successful generators of aptamers (19).

A third class of proteins that frequently enable successful SELEX results are those that

have large clefts or pockets on their surface.  These surface structures allow smaller nucleic

acid molecules to bind in a manner where the nucleic acid is surrounded and not "holding on"

to the surface of the protein.  This enables for the selection of tighter binding aptamers.  The

most common aptamers are those that fit into surface crevices (11).

Scanning the primary sequence of the bacteriophage R17 coat protein shows  that

there are no histidine residues, only 4 arginine, and 6 lysine residues present in the protein.
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There are no basic patches in the primary sequence or in the secondary structure of the

protein.  In addition, the surface of the bacteriophage R17 is devoid of surface structures such

as crevices or clefts.  These conditions make bacteriophage R17 possibly a difficult target for

use in a SELEX experiment.

These conditions do not preclude the success of a target that contains any or all of the

aforementioned characteristics.  These are simply considerations that should be accounted for

when setting up a SELEX experiment.  A final consideration that should be taken into

account are the initial binding results from the round 0 pool of RNA (or ssDNA).  A slight

indication of protein dependent binding prior to SELEX experimentation can be used as a

positive indicator of potential success.
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